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ABSTRACT 

 

An analytical method that uses a minimum150 µL of human plasma samples for the trace 

elements Fe, Cu, Zn, Mg and ultratrace elements Mn, Co, Cd, Pb was developed. The 

method was evaluated using both high resolution sector field (ICP-SFMS) and 

quadrupole (ICP-QMS) inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry to analyze trace 

elements in Seronorm® quality control materials. This analytical method was used to 

analyze 1900 plasma samples for trace elements and ultra-trace elements in a blinded 

study conducted by the National Cancer Institute (NCI). Plasma samples are from control 

individuals and esophageal cancer patients from Iran and China, which were collected 

1980s and archived by NCI. Because of limited sample information was exposed, no 

statistical analysis was applied. Most trace and ultratrace elements were close to 

reference values. Possible reasons of elevated Mn and Pb levels in the plasma samples 

were investigated.  
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A laser-ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) method 

was developed to investigate the effects of total body irradiation (TBI) on trace elements 

in mouse tongue. Our hypothesis was that trace element levels in tongue mucosa change 

with different radiation dose and duration. Matrix-matched chicken tissue standards were 

developed for quantification of trace elements in tongue samples.  Significant decreases 

of Fe, Cu, and Zn as a function of radiation dose at 1 hour and 24 hours after radiation 

was observed. These results suggest that trace elements in the tongue mucosa could be 

employed as a non-invasive biomarker for acute, total body irradiation exposures. 
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1 Esophageal Cancer 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Esophageal cancer (EC), formed in the tissues lining the esophagus, is the eighth most 

common cancer in the world, with 482,000 new cases in 2008, and is the sixth most 

prevalent cause of cancer mortality with 407,000 deaths in 2008.1 The rate of increase in 

EC in the past 25 years is greater than that of any other major malignancy in the United 

States, from 3.8 cases per million individuals in 1973-1975 to 23.3 cases per million 

individuals in 2001.2 The majority of new EC occurs in developing countries accounting 

for 83% of reported cases and 86% of deaths, attributable to EC. The country with the 

highest EC incidence rate is China, which accounts for nearly 54% of all new cases in the 

world.3 Incidence of this disease varies tremendously in different regions. The regions 

that have the highest incidence rate include Turkey, Iraq, Iran, China, Japan, France and 

parts of South America.3 High incidence regions in these broad geographic areas include 

costal parts of Iran, South Africa, central and northern China, northern Italy and 

mountainous regions of Japan.4 In the United States, high incidence areas are the District 

of Columbia and the coastal regions of the southern states.5 Because there is a lack of 

symptoms during the early stages of the disease, it is rarely detected until it has 

metastasized.6 In the past 30 years, EC has been listed in the top ten most lethal 

malignancies in the world with a 5-year-survival rate following treatment with 

conventional fractionated radiotherapy of less than 10%.7 The mortality from EC in 

China is the highest, which is at 31.66/100,000 for males and 15.93/100,000 for females; 
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the mortality in the high incidence EC areas is 700 times more than that in the areas with 

low incidence.7  

The treatment of EC will largely depend on the stage of the cancer when it is diagnosed, 

the condition of the patient and whether or not the cancer has spread to other organs. If 

the cancer has not spread to other organs, surgery to remove parts of the esophagus is the 

most common treatment.8 If EC is metastasized, chemotherapy, radiotherapy or the 

combination of the two is the most common treatment.8 Although surgical procedures 

and other supplemental therapies have been developed to treat EC, the results so far are 

not satisfactory. It is estimated in the Cancer Trends Progress Report that about $1.1 

billion US dollars is spent in the United States each year on EC treatment.9 It is also 

projected that deaths from EC will increase by 59 % in the year of 2020 with treatments 

costing $35 billion.10  

 

1.2 EC Risk Factors    

 

Extensive research on the etiology of EC started in 1972 with various causative factors 

being investigated and compared in high- and low- incidence areas. Numerous 

researchers have suggested that environmental and life-style factors, such as smoking, 

alcohol consumption and overall diet contribute to the development of EC.11 Nicotine is 

one major alkaloid in tobacco. It exerts a wide range of pharmacological and 

toxicological effects on the human body and it is directly related to numerous adverse 

health problems.12 Tobacco smoke also contains many human carcinogens, such as 4-

aminobiphenyl, benzo(a)pyrene and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH).13 In 
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addition, carcinogenic metals are present in tobacco including As, Cd and Cr. A study 

conducted in Linxian, China has shown that the risk of cancer of the esophagus and 

gastric cardia was higher among smokers than in non-smokers in men but not in women; 

it is important to note that very few women smoke cigarettes in this region of China.14 

Alcohol consumption is also correlated with the incidence of EC. Alcohol can be 

oxidized to acetaldehyde and NADH during the metabolism, both of which are substrates 

for the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), a critical step of carcinogenesis.15 

The high incidence of EC in Linxian, China or Golenstan, Iran, cannot be solely 

attributed to alcohol or tobacco use.14 Despite the excess risk observed among smokers in 

Linxian for developing EC, none of the women diagnosed with EC in this region smoked 

cigarettes or drank alcoholic beverages. In addition, only 29 men out of 1244 cases of EC 

reported ever drinking alcoholic beverages once a month for 6 months or longer.14 The 

development of a significant number of cases of EC in non-smokers and individuals who 

abstained from alcohol consumption indicated the presence of other risk factors in these 

two populations. People in these areas were reported to consume diets that are deficient 

in many essential nutrients and reports from northern Iran documented that high 

incidence of EC areas had lower consumption of green vegetable and fresh fruits.16 As a 

result, these individuals had less vitamin A, riboflavin and vitamin C in their diet; 

compounds which are considered to have anticarcinogenic activity.14,18 Consumption of 

dietary materials containing N-nitroso compounds (NCOs) such as pickled vegetables 

and salted fish were also considered as potential environmental factors for EC risks in 

China.17 The diet in Linxian consists mainly of corn, wheat, millet, rice and some 

seasonal vegetables and is deficient in calcium and riboflavin; the diet met only 76% and 
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66% of the WHO recommended daily intake, respectively.18 These results and 

observations indicate that a study of toxic and nutritional trace elements may help 

educate the etiology of EC.19 In an environmental study, epidemiological data for EC in 

northern Iran showed that Zn and Mo levels in soils were substantially lower in the high-

risk regions compared with low-incidence zones.20 It is possible that poor nutrition 

combined with exposure to environmental factors, such as potentially toxic trace 

elements, may be related with EC.  

 

1.3 Trace Elements Studies in Human Health 

1.3.1 Trace Elements  

 

Trace elements are defined as any element that comprises less than 0.01% of the 

organism while ultra-trace elements are normally less than 0.0001% by weight of a given 

organism. Despite their small concentration, trace elements play a vital role in many 

different biological functions. The relationship of trace elements to different disease 

states has long been known.21 Historically, cancer was considered to be genetic disorder 

but epidemiological studies have shown that environmental factors and nutritional habits 

greatly influence the incidence rate of cancer.22 The World Health Organization (WHO) 

has classified 19 trace elements that are vital to human health including Se, Zn, and Cu.23   

Although trace elements are essential components of biological structures or essential for 

enzymatic function, they can be toxic at higher concentrations beyond what is necessary 

for their biological functions.24 The criteria for essentiality for human health is that 

absence or deficiency of the trace nutrient from the diet produces either functional or 
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structural abnormalities as a result of specific biochemical changes that may be reversed 

by the presence of the essential nutrient.25 Nutritional elements such as Zn, Cu, and Se 

are components of proteins, enzymes and hormones, which regulate many processes, 

including balancing redox reactions, immune response, and formation of connective 

tissue during development. The deficiency (or excess) of essential trace elements can 

result in pathological disorders, such as infections, inflammatory reactions, cancers or 

even neurological diseases. On the other hand, some trace elements are a significant and 

emerging class of carcinogens to both experimental animals and human beings. For 

example, intratracheal studies on rats show that Be and several related Be containing 

compounds are carcinogenic when inhaled.26 The carcinogenicities of other trace 

elements including Cd, Cr, Co, and Pb have also been extensively studied in experimental 

animals.27,28,29  

There are a number of studies on the role of trace elements and EC development. Initiated 

in 1972, a multiple correlation study was conducted on EC mortality and the content of 

trace elements in drinking water and food samples in Henan, China.30 The results showed 

an inverse correlation between EC mortality and concentrations of Mo, Mn, Zn, Mg, and 

Fe. A study of Zn in EC was initiated in 1978, where Zn deficiency in experimental rats 

increased esophageal cancer incidence and shortened the lag time of cancer induction.31 

Later, Abnet et al established an inverse relationship between Zn concentration in 

esophageal biopsy specimen and the risk of human EC by X-ray fluorescence 

spectroscopy.32 Higher baseline Cu concentrations in the specimens also had a decreased 

risk of EC but this association was not statistically significant.33 Excess Fe and Cu in the 

observed EC biopsy specimen have been proposed to contribute to EC via promotion of 
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hydroxyl radicals in a Fenton-type reaction from hydrogen peroxide with catalysts.34,35 

More recently, EC patients have been found to exhibit significantly lower Se levels in 

serum compared with controls in one of the largest studies.36 It was suggested that Se 

protects the cell by inhibiting free oxygen radical production in Se-dependent GSH-Px, as 

one of the Se containing enzymes, proved to have an inverse relationship with 

carcinogenesis.37 Based on previous studies on the role of trace elements and cancer in 

humans, it is logical to assume that trace elements influence EC development. 

Researchers at the National Cancer Institute (NCI) hypothesized that nutritional and toxic 

trace elements levels in human plasma are associated with EC incidence and mortality. 

These researchers selected human blood plasma to monitor both nutritional and toxic 

trace element levels in cases and controls selected from two separate NCI studies being 

conducted in Linxian, China and Golestan, Iran. In this study, an analytical scheme was 

developed to take advantage of the sensitivity and the multi-element capability of 

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry to simultaneously measure the 

concentrations of trace nutrients Zn, Fe, Cu, Mn and Mg and the toxic trace elements Pb, 

Co and Cd in very limited, irreplaceable plasma samples.  

 

1.3.2 Zinc  

 

Zinc is a ubiquitous trace element. It an essential trace element in the body and it is 

indispensable for the development of living organisms. Zinc can be found in all body tissues 

and fluids. In mammals, 85% of the whole body Zn is in muscle and bone, and 11% in skin and 

the liver with the remaining 4% in all the other tissues.38 It is the second most abundant trace 
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element in the human body following Fe. The Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) 

of Zn is 11 mg for males and 8 mg for females. Doses that are larger than 25 mg may 

cause anemia and Cu deficiency.39 The mean concentration of Zn in human plasma is 

approximately 15 µmol L-1 (100 µg dL-1).40 Zinc is required for over 300 enzymes, and it 

plays three major biological roles: catalyst, a structural component, and regulatory ion. It 

is directly involved in catalysis and co-catalysis functions of enzymes, which control 

many cell processes including normal growth, membrane stability, bone formation, fetal 

development and reproduction.50 It also regulates both enzymatic activity and the stability 

of proteins as an activator or as an inhibitor ion.41 Zinc has been found to modulate 

cellular signal reception, second messenger metabolism, and protein kinase and protein 

phosphatase activities.42  

Carcinogenesis is a complex, multistep process. Molecules and cells participate in the 

events that transform normal cells to malignant neoplastic cells.43 Oxidative stress, an 

imbalance between oxidants and antioxidants in favor of the former that results in an 

overall increase in cellular levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS), is known to influence 

carcinogenesis.44 During mitochondrial oxidative metabolism, water is the main product 

when oxygen is consumed by the body. Approximately 4% to 5% of consumed oxygen is, 

however, converted to ROS, primarily superoxide anions.45 It has been postulated that if 

superoxide dismutase (SOD) is present, superoxide anions are converted back to 

hydrogen peroxide.46 If partially reduced metal ions (Fe2+) are present, hydrogen 

peroxide reacts to generate hydroxyl radicals, which are extremely reactive and can 

interact with nucleic acids, lipids, and proteins.47 Zinc does not participate directly in a 

free radical reaction, but it stabilizes the cell membrane structure, contributes to the 
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structural component of SOD, and maintains metallothionein (MT) tissue 

concentrations.48 Metallothionein belongs to a family of intra-cellular metal-binding 

proteins in virtually all living organisms.49 It is a small molecular weight protein with 61 

amino acids; among them 20 are highly conserved cysteines.50 Structurally, MT is shaped 

like a dumb-bell with two domains; in each domain Zn is bound tetrahedrally to four 

cysteines.51 Zinc uptake, distribution, storage and release greatly influences MTs 

regulatory roles and Zn bound to MTs represents 5-10% of the total Zn in human 

hepatocytes.51 

There has been extensive attention paid to the role of MT in carcinogenesis since the 

early report by Nartey et al concerning its expression on human thyroid tumors.52 It has a 

high affinity towards Zn in the cytoplasm and potent antioxidant activity in terms of 

scavenger of hydroxyl radicals.49 The ability of MT reacting with hydroxyl radicals is 

300-times more than that of glutathione, the most abundant antioxidant in the cytosol.53  

 

Figure 1. Function of the MT/T couple in zinc homeostatisis.  

Metallothioneins protect proteins and DNA structures from oxidative damage by 

distributing Zn, since Zn maintains the MT tissue concentrations according to Fig. 1. An 
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increase in the amount of available Zn induces the synthesis of thionein through the 

action on Zn-dependent transcription factors and leads to the formation of MT. If Zn 

concentration is low, it is released from Metallothionein and thionein is formed.51  

Chronic long-term dietary Zn deficiency will render an organism more susceptible to 

damage from oxidative stress.54,55 A minimum risk concentration (MRL) of 0.3 mg 

Zn/kg/day was established for intermediate oral exposure based on the development of 

reduced hemoglobin and serum ferritin concentrations.50 In contrast, Zn intake ranging 

from 50 mg/day up to 300mg/day induces many biochemical and biological changes 

including sideroblastic anemia, leucopenia, and decreased SOD activities.56  

Previous studies have shown that zinc deficiency (ZD) affects about one-third of the 

world’s population with estimates ranging from 4% to 73% of individuals across 

subregions.57  Worldwide ZD is responsible for 16% of lower respiratory tract infection, 

18% of malaria and 10% of diarrhoeal disease.57 Previous findings by Abnet et al 

supported the hypothesis that ZD was a contributing factor to the development of EC in 

humans by establishing that zinc concentration in human EC biopsy specimens was 

inversely associated with risk of incidence of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma.33 A 

ZD rat EC model was developed to investigate the mechanisms in the development and 

prevention of EC.58 It is claimed that Zn deficient rats were more sensitive to                                          

N-nitrosomethylbenzylamine (NMBA) exposure, which induced esophageal tumors that 

were morphologically similar to human EC.59 Epidemiological data has shown that 

dietary ZD and NMBA exposure are possible factors in high EC occurrence areas in 

China and northern Iran.18 Lesions induced by NMBA in the rat esophageal tumors were 

histologically similar to human EC origin.59 The ZD rat model demonstrated that zinc 
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deficiency resulted in the increased creation of precancerous cells and ultimately tumors 

in tongue, esophagus and forestomach.60 In the same study, it was demonstrated that a 

zinc-sufficient diet effectively reversed the proliferation of precancerous cells in the 

esophagus and reduced the tumor incidence from 100% in ZD rats to 26%.60  

It is likely that there is a genetic component that, combined with ZD, leads to increased 

risk of EC formation.61 There has been significant work in this area with animal 

models.62,63 The first study was carried out by Blanchard et al, which demonstrated that 

dietary zinc deficiency modulates expression of rat intestine genes.62
 Differentially 

expressed genes in the rat esophagus were associated with the anticancer effect of zinc 

replenishment in work by Ishii et al.64 In particular, cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), an 

enzyme up-regulated by ZD, was overexpressed in a number of human malignant 

lesions.65 A transcription factor NF-κB that controls the expression of proinflammatory 

cytokines, such as inducible COX-2, was probed in esophageal sections from zinc-treated 

rats, which showed COX-2 was overexpressed under ZD. Similarly, the subunit p65 was 

overexpressed in ZD esophagus but the overexpression was reduced within hours to a 

regular pattern COX-2 expression following in zinc replenishment.65 Gene expression 

profile analysis determined 33 genes expressed more than 2 times higher in ZD 

esophageal epithelium relative to controls with zinc sufficient esophagus, including KRT 

14 and MT-1, with high levels of expression (>3.5 fold).66 These up-regulations can be 

considered as potential predictors of EC development as the genes are responsive to zinc 

treatment. A major objective of this work was to develop an analytical method that uses 

a minimum plasma sample for zinc and other trace element analysis so that additional 

plasma is available for testing genetic hypotheses in large cohort studies.    
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According to previous studies, the mechanism that ZD increases the incidence of EC 

occurs locally in the target tissues and is not the result of alterations in carcinogen 

metabolism at other sites.67 Yet, while it may be ideal to measure Zn concentration in 

esophageal tissue directly, the approach is not practical in large cohort studies 

Biomonitors can be used to assess Zn homeostasis and status in the body. Although hair 

has the advantages of simple collection, storage and transportation, it is uncertain that 

hair Zn is associated with Zn metabolism or that external contamination can be 

completely removed from the hair using washing procedures. However, associations 

between low hair Zn levels and impaired growth velocity have been reported.68According 

to the previous studies, kidneys have a minor physiological role in maintaining Zn 

homeostasis in the body and Zn measured in urine does not reflect dietary intake or 

provide an accurate monitor of zinc status.69 Blood plasma or serum is the preferred 

biomarker for Zn status and is used in both clinical practices and epidemiological 

studies.70 Although serum or plasma Zn is maintained homeostatically, it is still the most 

widely accepted biomarker of zinc status.71,72  

 

1.3.3 Iron  

 

Iron is the most abundant nutritional trace element in the human body. It plays a critical 

role in biological activities, such as oxygen transportation, DNA synthesis, electron 

transport and many enzymes activities. The RDA for Fe is 8 mg for males and 18 mg for 

females per day. Daily doses larger than 20 mg may cause stomach upset, constipation 

and blackened stools.39 It has been demonstrated that a U-shaped dose-response curve, 
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also known as Bertrand’s curve, results from Fe deficiency or Fe excess, which can 

induce mitochondrial DNA damage.73 The damage will result in mitochondria 

deterioration causing oxidative stress imbalances. Iron metabolism is strongly regulated, 

with 80% bound to hemoglobin and myoglobin and 20% distributed between storage 

proteins, ferritins and hemosiderin.74,75 If increased Fe absorption occurs in the diet, 

because of genetic disorders, or other conditions, iron overload or “free” Fe will occur. 

The free iron ion will participate in Fenton chemistry in the formation of ROS with O2 

and H2O2 in human body, which plays a significant role in generating carcinogenesis, 

increasing cellular proliferation, and repressing cell adhesion.76 Free Fe is a promoter of 

carcinogenesis in several animal models, and increased stores of Fe are correlated with an 

increased risk of cancer.77  

Iron-induced malignant tumors were first reported in 1969 by injection of iron dextran 

complex in rats.78 Local sarcomata, malignant tumors arising from connective tissue, 

have been shown to occur in patients with intramuscular injection of Fe.79 Some 

epidemiological reports have increased Fe with increased cancer risk in prospective 

studies. Unlike confirmed carcinogenicity of elements such as As, Cr or Ni, Pb 

carcinogenesis is still debatable, but there is growing evidence supporting the hypothesis 

that Fe is important in the development of EC.80,81 The previous series of studies utilized 

rat models undergoing esophagoduodenal anastomosis (EDA) surgery to demonstrate that 

esophageal tumor rates 30 weeks after surgery increased more than 10 fold in animals 

treated with 45 mg Fe/kg diet in two weeks compared to controls. Rats that received iron 

supplementation also showed significantly higher levels of cell proliferation, 
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inflammation, and inducible nitrous oxide synthase than those animals that did not 

receive iron supplementation.86  

Previous studies showed that Fe is known to promote carcinogenesis in some animal 

models, and increased Fe levels in the body can promote cancer risk.82,83 Iron 

supplementation resulted in oxidative damage to proteins, DNA and lipids present in rat 

esophagi.84,85 The supplementation was a factor for inducing esophageal tumors in rat 

models. However, there is another possibility that EDA rat models are iron-deficient, so 

iron supplementation may provide metabolic energy for the development of esophageal 

tumors.85 Esophagogastroduodenal anastomosis (EGDA) was being created to better 

mimic humans by making an anastomosis between the gastroesophageal junction and the 

duodenum in the rat models.86 The EGDA rats did not develop anemia, but more 

importantly that the lower the supply of iron could enhance esophageal tumor occurrence 

and sizes. Moreover, the marked overexpression of oxidative stress-responsive genes, 

heme oxygenase 1 (HO1) and MT was shown in EGDA rats models.81 This result 

strongly supported the hypothesis that Fe supplementation enhances esophageal tumors 

by increasing oxidative stress. However, more work is needed to ascertain whether Fe 

overload is a risk factor in human EC.  

Reliable biomarkers of the total dietary Fe are unavailable due to the wide variation in 

bioavailability and the different absorption of heme Fe and inorganic Fe.87 However, 

plasma/serum ferritin is the most sensitive indicator of Fe levels in the body.88 Ferritin is 

a protein found inside cells that stores Fe for later usage. In adults, each 1µg ferritin/L 

plasma is proportional to about 8 mg of stored Fe.89 Ferritin is an acute phase protein, and 

plasma ferritin is increased when infections, inflammatory disorders and other diseases 
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are present.87 The relatively small quantities of ferritin are proportional to stored iron. 

Plasma/serum within the normal range provides a useful biomarker of relatively high as 

well as inadequate Fe intake levels, even though it is still uncertain whether high dietary 

Fe levels can result in an abnormal elevation of ferritin.87
 

 

1.3.4 Manganese  

 

Manganese is an essential trace element that can be found in all tissues and is important 

for many enzymatic reactions, including bone development, synthesis of amino acids, 

lipids, proteins, and carbohydrate metabolism.90 It is also required for normal immune 

function, blood sugar regulation, cellular energy, reproduction, digestion, and defense 

mechanisms against free radicals. Diet is the major source of human Mn intake.91 The 

tolerable upper intake level (UL) of daily Mn intake is 11 mg for adults.92 The RDA is 

2.3 mg per day for men and 1.8 mg per day for women. Manganese, primarily stored in 

bones, liver, kidney and pancreas, is largely bound to gamma-globulin and albumin 

(~80%) and only a small portion of Mn is bound to transferrin within plasma.93 

Transferrin is considered the Mn transport system to traverse membranes and typical Mn 

concentration in serum is in the range of 0.8-2.1 µg/L.94   

Manganese is a significant part of some enzymatic structures and metabolic functions. It 

is a vital cofactor of a variety of enzymes in the brain, including arginase, the antioxidant 

SOD, and enzymes in neurotransmitter synthesis and metabolism. It can act as an 

activator of the gluconeogenic enzymes pyruvate carboxylase and isocitrate 

dehydrogenase.95  It is also involved in protecting mitochondrial membrane through SOD 
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as antioxidative defense system. Three distinct types of SODs have been identified in 

human cells: a homodimeric cytosolic Cu/Zn-SOD, an extracellular homotetrameric 

glycosylated SOD, and MnSOD. MnSOD is one of the active oxygen scavengers, which 

eliminates superoxide produced in the mitochondria. It is synthesized in the cytosol and 

posttranscriptionally modified for transport into mitochondrion.96 Deficiency in 

expression of mitochondrial MnSOD has been reported to promote carcinogenesis. 

Several studies have found a relative deficiency of MnSOD catalytic activity in many 

types of tumors.97,98 MnSOD expression has been reported to be significantly suppressed 

in patients with esophageal adenocarcinoma in human esophageal samples, human 

melanoma and human breast cancer.99,100,101 This relationship is further strengthened with 

the observation that overexpression of MnSOD in tumor cells will reduce the activities of 

cell division in culture and tumor growth in vivo.102 However, the mechanism of the 

relationship between the tumor cell growth and the MnSOD activity remains unknown. 

Satomi et al investigated the MnSOD levels in colorectal carcinomas, and discovered the 

positive relationship between MnSOD activity and carcinomas.103 Izutani et al 

demonstrated that MnSOD mRNA was expressed more comprehensively in EC tissues 

than non-carcinogenic tissues in patients.104 Prior to the work of Izutani, Iizuka et al 

examined the MnSOD activity in lung cancer tissue and found an increased level 

compared with normal tissue.105 The study by Malafa et al reported MnSOD expression 

in gastric carcinoma by evaluating the difference between the expression of MnSOD in 

metastatic and non-metastatic gastric cancers.106 Approximately 93% of the primary 

tumor cells of metastatic gastric cancer showed an up-regulation of MnSOD enzymatic 

activity. It appears that MnSOD may act as a tumor suppressor by inhibiting ROS and 
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preventing cell damage.107 When transformed to malignant cells, MnSOD will protect the 

malignant cells from chemotherapy and radiation therapy by facilitating cell progression 

and replication.108,109 Therefore, malignant cells with an increased expression of MnSOD 

would be more resistant to cellular damage, resulting in up-regulated proliferation and 

metastasis.  

Studies have utilized different biological markers of exposures, such as Mn levels in hair 

and urine, to demonstrate different relationships between disease outcome and Mn 

exposures. Analytical challenges associated with the accurate measurement of Mn at very 

low concentrations in different markers may confound assessment of suitable biomonitors. 

Even though little contamination was discovered during collection, processing, and 

analysis, substantial variability in blood Mn levels in environmentally and occupationally 

exposed samples is observed.110,111 Plasma Mn was assessed for potential indices for Mn 

nutrients under deficiency and excess conditions in young men.112 Bone Mn was also 

used as a diagnostic tool to measure the Mn exposure differences between Mn-exposed 

welders and non-occupationally exposed subjects.113 

 

1.3.5 Copper  

 

Like Zn, Fe and Mn, Cu is an essential trace element. Critical proteins such as 

cytochrome oxidase, Zn-Cu SOD, lysyl oxidase and transcription factors all require Cu as 

an essential element.114 There had been no significant attention paid to Cu significance 

until Hart et al discovered that healthy rats required both Cu and Fe to synthesize the 

blood protein hemoglobin.115 Copper is found in all organs and tissues of the human body, 
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ranging from a few ppm to several hundred ppm. The RDAs for Cu in human body is 0.9 

mg for both males and females. It is normally bound to proteins as an essential enzymatic 

component. In terms of storage capacity, high concentrations of Cu are found in liver, 

which is the central organ for Cu homeostasis.116 Other organs that have high 

concentrations of Cu are the brain, heart, stomach and intestine.117  

Free Cu+ is a potent oxidant causing the generation of ROS in cells. Thus, the tight 

regulation of Cu homeostasis is required to maintain Cu uptake, transport, storage, and 

excretion activities. Cells have to vigorously bind Cu to other molecules if excess Cu is 

present. Disruption of normal Cu homeostasis can result in Cu toxicity. The long-term 

disruption of Cu homeostasis can even cause genetic disorders, such as Menkes disease 

(MD),118,119 occipital horn syndrome (OHS),120 and Wilson’s disease (WD).121 Total 

blood Cu levels in healthy humans normally vary from 1.1 -1.5 μg mL-1, 90-95% of 

which is stored in plasma bound ceruloplasmin, while a small faction is found in 

association with plasma albumin and amino acids.122 Copper enzymes are widely 

distributed within the body, which perform various biofunctions including oxygen and 

electron transportations, catalysis in redox reactions and protection of the cell against 

damaging oxygen radicals.123 Copper is found in dopamine hydroxylase and tyrosine 

hydroxylase involved in the synthesis of dopamine and norepinephrine, which have been 

implicated in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia.124 Cytochrome C oxidase is also a Cu-

containing enzyme, which is required by cells to produce energy, and lysyl oxidase is 

necessary for cross-linking of elastin and collagen during the establishment, maintenance 

and repair of connective tissue.125 As noted above, SOD is applied to prevent the 

accumulation of the superoxide radicals, which can lead to cell damage. As a cofactor in 
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Cu/Zn-SODs, Cu concentration in human body is an important indicator of health.126 

Changes in plasma levels of Cu and the imbalanced ratio of Cu/Zn have been 

demonstrated to be indicators of infection, vascular complications, and other diseases.126  

The role of Cu in the etiology and growth of tumors has been extensively studied in the 

past two decades.127 Serum and tumor Cu levels have been shown to be significantly 

elevated in cancer patients compared to healthy subjects.128 Ceruloplasmin levels are also 

elevated in various types of cancer like breast cancer,129 lymphoma,130 and 

gastrointestinal trace cancer.131 ROS are produced when Cu concentration are elevated 

both in serum and tumor.132 Copper/zinc-SOD is the first line of defense against oxygen-

derived free radicals from the superoxide anion to H2O2.
133 Lipid peroxidation free 

radical reactions involve the production of lipid peroxides from fatty acids; which then 

decompose into reactive aldehydes, such as malondialdehyde (MDA).134 MDA is 

commonly considered as a tumor promoter and well-recognized mutagen. Higher MDA 

levels have been observed in EC and gastric cancer in patients where it is thought to lead 

to more oxidative stress compared with healthy controls.135  

Copper is an essential micronutrient for man, but potentially toxic at high intake levels.136 

The newly absorbed Cu is transported from intestine to the liver, where Cu is stored and 

redistributed to all other organs.137 Due to tight Cu regulation, high Cu exposure or intake 

does not necessarily result in overloading Cu if the exposure is within the homeostatic 

range.138 Traditionally, Cu status has been measured by the total Cu levels in plasma as 

biomarkers because about 95% of plasma Cu is in the protein ceruloplasmin (Cp) with 

the remaining Cu bound by albumin or some other complexes.139 Other proteins have also 

been utilized as biomarkers for Cu, such as erythrocyte Cu-Zn SOD, 140or plasma 
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diamine oxidase (DAO).141 A dietary intervention study in healthy men showed that 

serum Cu and ceruloplasmin concentration were not affected with a medium (1.6 mg d-1) 

to low (0.7 mg d-1) intake of dietary Cu, but there was a significant increase of both 

urinary pyridinoline (Pyr) and deoxypyridinoline (Dpyr) in this 8-week study.142  

 

1.3.6 Magnesium  

 

Magnesium is now recognized to be a significant regulatory signal for enzymatic 

functions related to carbohydrate metabolism, DNA transcription and syntheses, and 

mRNA translation.143 Magnesium is also required for the release of energy from 

adenosine triphosphate (ATP). It can be associated with Ca to stabilize biological 

membranes by the cross-linking of carboxylated and phosphorylated head groups of 

lipids.144 In healthy adults normal Mg body contents are approximately 1000 mmol or 

22.6 g and 50% -60% is stored in bones.143 Mg is the main intracellular divalent cation 

with 99% being in intracellular space.145 The U.S Food and Nutrition Board have 

established the RDA for Mg dietary content in adults at 420 mg per day in men and 320 

mg per day in women.146 Serum Mg ranges between 1.7-2.2 mg d L-1, and 20% of Mg is 

bound to albumin in the intravascular compartment.145 Serum Mg concentration may 

correlate poorly with body content.143 However, Mg homeostasis in the human body will 

alter serum Mg concentrations.147 Reduced Mg intestine absorption and increased urinary 

Mg losses or intracellular shift of Mg may induce Mg deficiency, which usually occurs in 

diabetes, metabolic syndrome, nephropathies and age-associated diseases.148 On the other 

hand, Mg toxicity is observed when serum Mg concentration is more than 4-6 mg dL-1, 
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resulting in hypotension, nausea, vomiting and urinary retention, which may progress to 

hypoflexia, cardiac arrest and flaccid skeletal muscular paralysis.149   

Epidemiological studies on the correlation between Mg content in drinking water and 

cancer showed an inverse relationship for breast, prostate, and ovarian cancers; a 

protective trend for EC, but no relationship for other tumors.150 An observational study of 

serum Mg concentration in healthy controls and different kinds of cancer patients (lung, 

breast, ovarian, oropharyngeal and hypopharynheal cancers) showed significantly lower 

serum Mg in cancer patients than healthy people.151 On the other hand, Mg content in 

tumors is elevated compared to healthy organs.150 Even though the mechanism of Mg 

contribution to tumor growth is still debatable, one possible hypothesis is that growing 

tumor cells need more Mg to sustain their proliferation rate. Low Mg availability and the 

consequent oxidative damage are thought to affect the antioxidant enzyme, cell cycle 

regulators and inhibit cell proliferation.152 The effect of a low Mg diet was investigated 

on mice xenografted with a variety of solid tumors. Compared to Mg-sufficient controls, 

Mg deficient mice showed about 60% reduction of tumor growth sizes, decreased number 

of tumor vessels and increased oxidative damage to DNA.153 

The inability to accurately measure Mg status results in difficult determination of 

possible relationships between Mg status in the body and health. Mg deficiency or 

supplementation has been found to affect biological process, such as oxidative damage,154 

endothelial damage,155 and pumps in the plasma membrane.156 Serum and plasma have 

been investigated as Mg biomarkers.157 Serum magnesium has been studied with relation 

to prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) and prostate cancer, and serum Mg levels are 

significantly associated with high-grade prostate cancer.158Also, a statistically significant 
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difference was observed between plasma Mg in patients affected by stomach cancer.159 

Potential biomarkers of Mg in serum and plasma are C-reactive protein (CRP),160 

endothelin-1155 and thromboxane B2 (TXB2).161  

 

1.3.7 Toxic Trace Elements   

 

Humans are exposed to a number of toxic metals occurring in the environment. Toxic 

metals such as As, Cd, Pb and Co have received the most attention as potentially toxic 

trace metal adversely affecting human health.162 Although some studies indicate that low 

amounts of Cd are beneficial to some animal species, no beneficial function is currently 

known in humans, and Cd is currently considered as a human carcinogen.163 Studies in 

Cd-polluted areas have reported an increased mortality rate among people having tubular 

or glomerular proteinuria,164 and adverse effects such as low bone-mineral density, lung 

cancer and prostate cancer. 165,166 Pb is also an established carcinogen in experimental 

animals and a possible carcinogen in humans. Due to the inconsistent results and 

inadequate evidence of carcinogenicity in humans, it is currently unclear if an increased 

risk of lung, stomach, kidney, and bladder cancer occurs with exposure to Pb.167 

Although Co salts are known to stimulate the production of erythropoietin (Epo), Co is 

likely to introduce hematopoietic effects such as modification of lipid and glucose 

metabolism.168 Metallic Co and cobalt oxide are carcinogenic in rats and produce 

sarcomas at the injection site. Cobalt has not been demonstrated to be a carcinogen in 

humans.26  
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Human biological monitoring (HBM) is an important tool for assessment of internal 

exposure to toxins.169 Exposure of the US population to Cd is monitored via the 

measurement of Cd in blood and urine with ICP-MS.170 Urinary Cd predominately 

reflects cumulative exposure and the Cd concentration in the kidney, while blood Cd 

reflects current exposure.171,172 In HBM, the quality of the process is dependent on the 

analytical procedures, sampling and storage, and the representativeness of the samples. 

The study by Jin et al showed a good correlation of combining both of blood / urinary Cd 

and internal exposures in a general population.173  

Throughout the last five decades, blood has been the primary biological fluid used for Pb 

exposure for screening and diagnostic purposes. Whole blood Pb (BPb) could also 

represent past exposure mobilization from bone to blood.174 Many studies have reported 

statistically significant relationship between BPb levels and health conditions.175 

Alternative biomarkers have been investigated for Pb. Plasma lead (Pb-P) plays a 

significant role in Pb metabolism.176 Even though Pb-P concentration is very low, it has 

several functions. It can be equilibrated with extra-cellular Pb pool and involved in Pb 

circulating in the body, and related to Pb toxicity in some tissues.177 Plasma lead is an 

index for very recent exposure.178 Urine Pb is considered to reflect Pb that has diffused 

from plasma and is excreted from the kidney.179 Urine Pb is favored for long-term 

biomonitoring in occupational studies. However, a spot urine specimen is usually 

unreliable due to biological variations. Many researchers have been studying bone as a 

cumulative biomarker of Pb to determine the toxic effect because bone accounts for more 

than 94% of adult body Pb levels.180 Different bone types may have different Pb 

mobilization, which could cause inhomogeneity in Pb distribution. Hair and toenail Pb 
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are also proposed for Pb biomarkers because of many potential advantages including 

sample collection and storage are relatively easy. The high within samples variability of 

Pb concentrations between hair and toenails samples owning to age and sex provides 

little reproducibility when Pb exposure is assessed.181 

Biological monitoring of Co has been found to be a useful means of assessing body 

burden in humans. Biomarkers such as blood, serum, plasma, hair, or nail have been used 

by researchers. Measurement of Cobalt in hair samples could provide a better estimate for 

a long term risk to the public for environmental exposures.182 A positive correlation 

between occupational exposure to Co and its levels in urine and blood has been 

demonstrated.183 Plasma Co concentrations along with other trace elements have been 

investigated by ICP-MS to obtain the evidence of Co concentrations associated with 

angiographically documented coronary heart disease.184 The concentration of Co in urine 

or in blood is proposed as a biomarker of exposure to Co.185
 

In this study, a procedure was developed and validated for the analysis of 150 µL of 

serum and plasma samples for  the trace elements Cu, Zn, Fe, Mg and the ultratrace 

elements Cd, Co, Mn and Pb by using high resolution sector field (SF) ICP-MS and 

quadrupole (Q) ICP-MS. The analytical method was used to analyze 1900 plasma 

samples for Mg, Cu, Fe, Zn, Cd, Co, Mn, Pb in a blinded study conducted by the National 

Cancer Institute (NCI) 
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2 Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) 

 
2.1 Background 

 

Analysis of trace elements in biological fluids demands a versatile and reliable technique. 

The method must be sensitive, precise, and accurate. Flame atomic absorption 

spectrometry (FAAS), 186 particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE),187 total reflection X-

ray fluorescence (TXRF),188 inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry 

(ICP-AES)189 have all been employed in the analysis of biological fluids for trace metals. 

Since inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) was first introduced in 

1980190 and commercialized in 1984,191 it has become a widely accepted method for 

analysis of trace elements in biological samples.192 It is capable of direct analysis of 

solution samples for nearly all elements. In comparison to atomic spectroscopic methods, 

it has a much lower limit of detection (LOD), is capable of simultaneous multi-element 

analysis, frequently yields much simpler spectral interpretation, and has a wide linear 

dynamic range.193  

Several factors must be taken into account in the analysis of trace elements in biological 

matrices with ICP-MS. Most biological fluids contain large amounts of organic 

compounds (e.g., proteins) and inorganic salts (e.g., Na and K), which can lead to 

spectral interferences and matrix effects on the analytical signal. Even after digestion, 

biological fluids can block the ICP-MS sample introduction system because of the 

accumulated proteins or salts during the analysis. Spectral interferences caused by atomic 

or molecular ions having the same mass as the analyte of interest frequently occur in the 
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analysis of biological matrices because of numerous polyatomic ions generated by the 

matrix.194 Quadrupole ICP-MS (ICP-QMS) instruments may not be capable of resolving 

these interferences because of their low mass resolution. Sometimes choosing an 

alternative isotope is effective when the alternate isotope has a relatively high abundance, 

but for some elements this is not a viable alternative (e.g., Al-27). However, most of the 

spectral interferences occurring with ICP-QMS can be resolved with the use of sector 

field high resolution ICP-SFMS, which can provide a resolving power (M/ΔM) of up to 

10,000 (ΔM is the mass difference between two singly charged ions of average mass M 

that produce peaks in the mass spectrum, which overlap at 10% of the maximum peak 

height). In this work, the development of a multi-element method for the determination of 

trace and ultratrace elements in limited quantity human plasma samples by ICP-SFMS is 

described.  

An ICP-MS measurement consists of four main processes: (1) sample introduction and 

aerosol generation, (2) ionization by an argon plasma source, (3) mass discrimination, 

and (4) ion detection. The liquid state is the most common aggregate state analyzed in 

ICP-MS and multiple systems have been designed for effective nebulization and sample 

transportation to the plasma. In ICP-MS, stable sample introduction is very important for 

precise and accurate trace and ultratrace elemental analysis. 

A PFA (perfluoroalkoxyethylene) polymer micro-concentric nebulizer (uptake rate 100 -

200 µL min -1) converts the solution into an aerosol before atomization and ionization of 

analytes. A jacketed cyclonic spray chamber is followed by the nebulizer to reduce the 

aerosol droplet size to enhance precision and minimize matrix effects. The spray chamber 

is cooled to 5°C to reduce solvent vapor loading in the plasma, resulting in more stable 
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plasma. The converted aerosol is introduced into the torch with an argon gas flow rate 10-

20 L min-1. Inductively coupled plasmas, which are produced by a radiofrequency 

generator with an electromagnetic field, are shaped in the torch. The central region of the 

plasma, where the sample is introduced, is at an electron temperature between 5000 K 

and 7000 K. Argon coolant gas and auxiliary flow of argon gas are introduced in the 

torch to prevent melting of the torch, assist in the formation of the plasma and transport 

ions from atmospheric pressure to the low pressure mass analyzer. Each instrument has a 

unique design of interface, mass analyzers and detectors.  

2.2 Sector Field Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-
SFMS) 

 

The VG Axiom ICP-SFMS from Thermo Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA) was used in 

this research. The schematic of the instrument is in Fig. 2.  

Figure 2. A schematic of the VG Axiom high resolution ICP-MS 
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The plasma is lit by a Tesla spark and self-sustained at the end of the torch. Aerosol is 

injected into the plasma with the help of the nebulizer and the spray chamber. Molecules 

and other particles in the sample are broken down and ionized due to the high 

temperature plasma as they interact with the energetic argon ions. The average ionization 

energy of the ICP is dominated by the first ionization potential of argon (15.76 ev); most 

elements have a first ionization potential below 16 eV, so the plasma efficiently produces 

singly charged ions for nearly all elements. A water-cooled nickel sampler cone and 

skimmer cone are placed near the tip of the plasma at the end of the torch. This 

arrangement helps form the ion beam and transports ions to the mass spectrometer, which 

is maintained at a pressure of 1.0 × 10 -7 mBar. The ions pass through an electrostatic 

analyzer (ESA), which separates ions by their kinetic energy. The broad energy 

distribution from the plasma is now reduced to a very narrow energy range. The magnetic 

sector is placed after the ESA. By varying the magnetic strength, it is capable of selecting 

ions of a certain m/z ratio and differentiating them in the detector. Varying resolution can 

be obtained by scanning the magnetic field under different entrance and exit slit settings. 

Low resolution, high sensitivity is obtained using wide slit widths, while high resolution, 

low sensitivity is obtained by using a narrow slit. This double-focusing magnetic sector 

instrument can achieve a resolving power as high as 10,000. Normally, the resolution is 

set to 6000 because the transmission, or sensitivity, decreases as resolution is increased. 

Two detectors are integrated in the high resolution ICP-MS instrument. One is a discrete 

dynode electron multiplier, which is made of a series of dynode plates.  Collision of each 

electron from the previous plate with the second plate will emit two or more secondary 

electrons. The sensitive, discrete dynode detector can accept ions currents no greater than 
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106 ions s-1. When the ion currents are larger than this value, the count rate response from 

the dynode detector is non-linear. Above 106 ions s-1, the analog detector, or Faraday cup 

is initialized. Its high stability enables it to determine the large ion currents without 

jeopardizing the discrete dynode detector.  

 

2.3 NexION 300 X Quadrupole Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass 
Spectrometry (ICP-QMS) 

 

The schematic in Fig. 3 illustrates this sequence of processes in the NexION quadrupole 

based ICP-MS  

Figure 3. Schematic of NexION 300 X quadrupole ICP-MS system  

 

Positive ions are sampled into a triple cone sample interface, which consists of a sampler 

cone, skimmer cone and hyper-skimmer cone. The three-cone interface provides a more 

gradual pressure drop and less beam divergence. The ion deflector after the sample 

interface in Fig. 3 is the novel design advancement in this instrument. It bends the ion 
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beam 90°, focuses the selected mass and reduces transmission of any neutral species. The 

mass analyzer is essentially a mass filter designed to isolate a specific mass-to-charge 

ratio (m/z) ion from the multi-ion beam.  

The quadrupole mass spectrometer consists of four precisely machined cylindrical rods 

arranged parallel to each other in a symmetrical configuration195 (see Fig. 4).  

Figure 4. Quadrupole mass filter  

 

The rods are constructed of highly polished metal or metal-plated ceramic. The center 

space between the rods is aligned concentric with the ion beam. A combined radio 

frequency (RF) and direct current (DC) voltage of ± (E+ V cos (ωt)) is applied to two 

oppositely positioned rods. During the first part of the cycle, the top and bottom rods are 

at a positive potential while the left and right rods are at a negative potential (Fig.4). This 

squeezes the positive ions in the horizontal plane. During the second part of the RF cycle, 

the rods switch polarity. The top and bottom rods are at a negative potential while the 

other two are positive, which squeezes the positive ions in the vertical plane. As the ions 
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travel through the mass analyzer, the quadrupole continues to alternate. Only ions with 

the certain mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio will reach the detector for a given electrical 

potential. Other ions will have unstable trajectories and ultimately collide with the rods or 

are ejected from the filter. The quadrupole in the NexION scans at a rate of greater than 

5000 amu sec-1. It also offers fast peak hopping and high analytical mass range. The 

novel Universal Cell Technology (UCT) equipped in the NexION is applied in different 

modes depending on the type and level of interference to be removed and the detection 

limits required. Standard mode will experience none of the decreased sensitivity while 

collision mode with kinetic energy discrimination (KED) removes many molecular 

interferents by using a non-reactive gas (He). The KED mode can also be used to 

decrease the sensitivity of high concentration values without a separate sample dilution. 

The UCT can also be operated in reaction mode in which a reactive gas is introduced into 

the cell to either reduce interferents or convert the analyte into a unique m/z ratio without 

interference. For example, the determination of trace levels of Cd in the presence of high 

Mo is difficult because of the formation of molybdenum oxides, whose masses overlap 

all the Cd isotopes. One way to resolve this interference is to add oxygen as a reaction 

gas to remove the MoO+, leaving the Cd+ signal relatively unaffected. The MoO+ 

interferences were converted to non-interfering dioxides MoO2
+.170,196 The simultaneous 

dual mode (analog/digital) detector after the mass analyzer can provide over nine orders 

of dynamic range and measure both high-and low-level analytes. 
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2.4 Sample Preparation of Plasma and Serum Samples  

2.4.1 Digestion Methods 

 

Human serum and plasma are rather difficult matries for ICP-MS. Serum contains 6-8% 

by mass of proteins and about 1% by mass of inorganic components, which can cause 

spectral interferences. Plasma is about 55% of the total blood volume, and is composed 

primarily of water with minerals, salts, ions, nutrients, and proteins in solution. Serum is 

mostly water that contains dissolved proteins, minerals and hormones. Both serum and 

plasma are very important parts of blood. The main difference between serum and plasma 

lies in the clotting proteins. Fibrinogen is the main blood clotting protein, which is 

retained in plasma while it is removed in serum. ICP-QMS has been successfully applied 

to determine concentrations of trace and ultratrace elements in human serum.197. Many 

analytical methods exist for measuring trace elements in plasma and serum.198, 199, 200 

Available methods use a sample digestion approach or a “dilute and shoot” procedure. A 

large amount of protein (60-80 g L-1) and dissolved salts (10 g L-1) can potentially clog 

the nebulizer, the entrance aperture of the sampling cone, and the central tube of the 

torch.201 Digestion procedures have the advantage of eliminating proteins, which reduces 

matrix effects and instrument clogging effect.  However, digestion procedures can 

introduce random external contamination and volatile elements such as mercury may be 

compromised.  The so-called “dilute and shoot” methods rely on sample dilution, often 

with a mixture of ammonium hydroxide, Triton X and EDTA, prior to analysis. These 

methods require minimum sample preparation and therefore limit potential sources of 

contamination. However the resulting sample matrix requires a matched calibration curve 

for accurate quantification, which must be constructed using standard additions to a 
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sample. Furthermore, the presence of undigested proteins can result in buildup on the 

nebulizer and sample introduction system and can cause instrument instability. Finally, 

the dilute and shoot methods require a pumped nebulizer with sample flow rates of 1 mL 

min-1 or greater.  A diluted 150 µL would allow only 1.5 to 3.0 minutes of analysis time, 

which is not enough time to allow the instrument to equilibrate and quantify multiple 

elements in the sample. And finally, sample dilution will frequently place the ultratrace 

elements such as Pb and Cd below the detection limit of the ICP-MS measurement.  

 

Microwave-assisted digestion is an alternative sample preparation method considered for 

this work.188 It is a method, with the help of a suitable laboratory microwave unit that 

digests the representative sample in concentrated nitric or hydrochloric acid in a 

fluorocarbon polymer (PFA or TEM) or quartz microwave vessel. A closed-vessel 

digestion system can yield high pressure and temperature, which enables samples to be 

completely digested. In this case, many refractory samples such as quartz, silicates, 

alumina, and many other oxides can be dissolved.  The disadvantages to sealed high 

temperature/high pressure microwave digestion are potential loss of analytes on sample 

venting and poor sample throughput. Also, the high pressure and temperature created in 

the system need extra safe handling techniques. The digestion vessel cleaning before and 

after the digestion process and the transfer of solute in vessels can also introduce external 

contamination. Because our microwave-assisted digestion is limited to 12 vessels, it 

would have been impractical for a project of over 2000 samples.  
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Because of the mentioned challenges with simple sample dilution and microwave assisted 

digestion, a hot block heater system (Environmental Express, Mt. Pleasant) with relevant 

sample preparation procedures was used in this research. One advantage of the hot block 

is that it can hold as many as 90 polypropylene sample tubes at a time. Moreover, use of 

disposable digestion tubes minimizes the potential for cross contamination of samples.  

2.4.2 Sample Preparation for High Resolution Sector Field ICP-MS  

 

A 150 µL aliquot of seronorm® (Accurate Chemical and Scientific Corporation, reference 

materials) or plasma samples were thawed at room temperature for 20 minutes and  

pipetted into pre-cleaned polyethylene tubes (15 mL, Stockwell Scientific). 150 µL of 

optima grade nitric acid (Fisher) and 100 µL of trace select grade hydrogen peroxide 

(Fluka) were then added to the samples. The tubes were tightly capped, centrifuged for 10 

minutes at a speed of 4400 r/min in a centrifuge (Centrifuge 5702, Eppendorf). Samples 

were then placed in a hot block digester and digested at 95 °C for 90 minutes with the 

tube caps loosened.  Following digestion the samples were diluted with 1.5 mL of 18.2 

MΩ-cm water (Millipore Milli-Q Water Purification System) for analysis of Mn, Co, Cd 

and Pb.  A second sample was prepared from the initial dilution by pipetting 100 µL into 

a second pre-cleaned 15 mL polyethylene vial and the sample was then diluted to 10 mL 

using 2% v/v nitric acid for analysis of Mg, Fe, Cu and Zn.  The internal standards were 

added to each dilution within 24 hours of analysis.  The elements In, Ga, Sc and Bi were 

added as internal standards for the initial 1:10 dilution and the elements Cd and Y were 

added as internal standards for the 1:1000 dilution.  All samples were centrifuged for 5 

minutes at 4400 r/min prior to analysis.  
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The use of a conventional analytical calibration curve is the most fundamental approach 

for quantitative analysis. The curve establishes the functional relationship between the 

ion current of the analyte and known concentrations of prepared standards. It is 

demonstrated that for best accuracy a calibration curve should contain at least one 

standard with a concentration above and one below the unknown sample concentration 

being measured. In ICP-MS, the correlation coefficients (R2) should be at 0.999 or 

greater. 1000 µg L-1 stock solutions of Co, Mn, Mg, Fe, Cu and Zn (Analytics) were used 

in this work. The Co and Mn standards were prepared at 0, 0.5, 1, 5, 10 µg L-1 and the Cd 

and Pb standard concentrations were 0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1 µg L-1 in 6% v/v nitric acid 

to match the acid concentration of the samples.  The Mg, Fe, Cu, and Zn standards were 

prepared at 0, 2, 5, 10, 20 µg L-1 in 2% v/v nitric acid, again to match the acid 

concentration of the samples.  

 

The application of internal standards is required for a conventional analytical calibration 

curve to achieve high quality data. Internal standards are elements with known 

concentrations added to calibration standards and samples at sufficiently high 

concentration to provide a high precision signal. The purpose of the internal standards is 

to compensate for instrumental drift during the measurements. This drift can result from a 

number of factors including plasma temperature change, salt buildup on the sampler and 

skimmer cones, change in temperature of the instrument power supplies, and change in 

nebulizer efficiency. The appropriate internal standards can correct the drift and improve 

the stability of the analysis. Several criteria must be satisfied to obtain the satisfactory 

internal standards. One is that compared to the samples or calibration standards, the 
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internal standards should be absent or at insignificantly low concentrations. The second is 

that there must be at least one isotope for the internal standards available without any m/z 

interference from others. The third is that the internal standards must not react with any 

analyte or matrix material in the samples. A good internal standard must have a similar 

mass to the analyte in the mass spectrum to reduce any mass bias effects. For optimal 

results, internal standards and analytes should also have similar first ionization energies.  

 

The optimized conditions for the ICP-SF-MS measurements are listed in Table 1. Three 

types of blanks are required for the analysis. The calibration blank is used to establish the 

calibration curve along with different concentrations of standards. The method blank is 

used for monitoring possible contamination from either the acids or the instrument during 

analysis. The rinse blank is to flush the system between each standard and sample.  The 

analytical sequence starts with blank solution, the calibration curves and the calibration 

verification standards (CCV). The calibration verification standards are the known 

concentration of each element in 2% v/v HNO3 (6% v/v HNO3 for the initial 1:10 dilution) 

prepared from stock standards (1000 mg L-1) to achieve consistency during the analytical 

process. Between each sample 60 s of wash time with 2% v/v HNO3 wash was necessary 

to rinse the whole sample introduction system. Molybdenum prepared at 10 µg L-1 was 

analyzed followed by the blank rinse in order to correct Cd inference.  
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Table 1. VG Axiom ICP-SFMS operating and data acquisition parameters 

 

Conditions VG Axiom ICP-SFMS 

ICP RF Power (W) 1400 

Plasma Gas Flow (L min-1) 16 

Auxiliary Gas Flow (L min-1) 1.2 

Nebulizer Gas Flow (L min-1) 1.15 

Sampler/Skimmer cone Nickel/Nickel 

Spray Chamber Jacketed cyclonic spray chamber 

Nebulizer Micro-Flow PFA (100µL min-1) 

Dwell Time (ms) 30 

Resolution 6000 

Detector Continuous dynode electron multiplier 

Washout times (s) 60 

 

2.4.3 Sample preparations for NexION 300X Quadrupole ICP-MS  

 

As noted above, one advantage of the Universal Cell on the NexION is that both high and 

low concentration analytes can be analyzed in the same sample. A separate dilution is not 

required for the analysis of high concentration analytes.  A 150 µL aliquot of plasma 

samples or seronorm® was thawed at room temperature for 20 minutes, and then pipetted 

into pre-cleaned polyethylene tubes (15 mL, Stockwell Scientific). Samples were 

digested using 150 µL of Optima Grade nitric acid, and 100 µL of Trace Select grade 

hydrogen peroxide. The tubes were tightly capped, and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 

4400 r/min. Samples were then placed in a hot block digester and heated at 95°C for 90 
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minutes before loosening the cap.  Following the digestion the samples were diluted with 

18.2 MΩ-cm ultrapure DI water to 3 mL when the digestate was cooled to room 

temperature in the clean hood area. 60 µL of the internal standards Sc, Ga, Y, In and Bi 

were added to 1: 20 dilution after digestion, immediately within 24 hours of analysis. The 

samples were then centrifuged at 4400 r/min for 5 minutes prior to analysis. The Co, Cd 

and Pb standards were prepared at 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1 µg L-1 and Mn was prepared at 0, 

0.5, 1, 5 and 10 µg L-1  in 2 % v/v optimal nitric acid. The Fe, Cu and Zn were made at 0, 

10, 50, 100, 150 µg L-1 and Mg were at 0, 200, 500, 1000, 1500 µg L-1 with 2% v/v 

optimal nitric acid as matrix.  

Table 2. NexION 300X ICP-QMS operating and data acquisition parameters   

Conditions NexION 300X ICP-QMS 

ICP RF Power (W) 1600 

Plasma Gas Flow (L min-1) 18 

Auxiliary Gas Flow (L min-1) 1.2 

Nebulizer Gas Flow (L min-1) 0.98 

Collision Gas Flow (L min-1) 3.0 

DRC settings (RPq Values) 0.25 

DRC settings (RPa Values) 0 

Sampler/Skimmer/Ultra Skimmer cone Nickel/Nickel/Aluminum 

Spray Chamber Jacketed cyclonic spray chamber 

Nebulizer 200µL min-1 Meinhard glass 

Dwell Time (ms) 50 

Resolution 400 

Detector Sequential dynode electron multiplier 

Washout times (s) 60 
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The optimized conditions in the NexION 300X quadrupole ICP-MS are listed in Table 2. 

It is optimized every time before analysis. The KED mode was used for the measurement 

of high concentration elements Mg, Fe, Cu, and Zn and standard mode was used for the 

measurements of ultratrace elements Mn, Co, Pb and Cd. The sample acquisition 

sequence is method blank, calibration curves, and samples. Continuous calibration 

verification standard (CCV), independent of calibration standards, is necessary to verify 

the instrument performance after the system has been calibrated for the targeted analytes. 

The periodic block with continuing calibration blank (CCB) and CCV was scheduled and 

analyzed every 10 samples. Between each sample or standard 60 s of wash time with 2% 

v/v HNO3 was necessary. During each sample run, the instrument has 60 s to stabilize 

between conversions from KED to standard mode. Molybdenum prepared at 10 µg L-1 

was analyzed at the end followed by two method blank rinses of the whole sample 

introduction system to correct Cd interference.  
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3 Results  

 

3.1 Method Development  

3.1.1 Instrumental Interferences 

 

A prerequisite of understanding the biological roles of trace elements in etiology of 

disease is the accurate and precise analysis of trace elements in biological monitors. ICP-

MS is widely used in biological samples analysis of trace elements because of its low 

limit of detection, wide linear dynamic range, multi-element analytical capabilities, 

interpretable spectra, and high sample throughput. Two main types of interferences must 

be considered when utilizing this powerful technique.  The major interferences between 

analyte ions are related to isobaric spectral overlaps. Such spectral overlapping could 

occur between naturally occurring and stable isotopes of elements sharing the same mass, 

such as K-40, Ca-40 and Ar-40. In this research, In-115 and Sn-115 are not resolvable 

using the resolution available. In order to resolve these two peaks, a mass resolution of at 

least 200,000 is required.  

Polyatomic interferences from the combination of two or more isotopes generate another 

significant interference. Instrumental background species, sample matrix and sample 

diluent can all contribute to this type of interference. The major species include Ar2
+, 

ArO+, O2
+, and N2

+. A good example of this type of interference is Fe+ and ArO+, both of 

which occur at m/z 56. This interference can be separated in ICP-SFMS with a resolution 

setting of 6000, while in ICP-QMS these two peaks cannot be separated due to the 

dominant ArO+ peak and low resolution (M/ΔM 300). In this situation, iron is determined 
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by measuring Fe-57 in the ICP-QMS analysis. Another potential interference arises from 

the oxides of Mo, which interfere with the analysis of Cd-111. For the separation of Cd 

from MoO interference, a resolution of more than 10,000 is required.202 Thus it is 

impossible to use either ICP-SFMS or ICP-QMS to resolve these two peaks, especially 

when the analyte concentration is low. In this case a Mo solution of 10 µg L-1 was 

prepared during the analysis for mathematically correcting Cd-111 counts from the MoO. 

Molybdenum oxide formation was determined to be 0.1-0.2% of the signal from Mo in 

the solution.  

 

3.1.2 Linearity and Calibration 

 

The calibration range and linearity results are reported in Table 3.  Calibration curves 

were constructed using a zero point standard and a four-point calibration series.  The 

isotope, concentration range and linear response function for the ICP-SFMS and the ICP-

QMS instruments are given in Table 3.  The R2 value for the response function was 

greater than 0.999 for all calibration curves.  The isotope Mg-26 was measured in the 

ICP-QMS method because Mg-24, which has a higher abundance, occasionally produced 

count rates outside the upper limits of the sequential dynode electron multiplier detector 

of the NexION.  The isotope Fe-57 was measured in the ICP-QMS method to avoid 

interference from ArO+.  Iron was measured with Fe-56 on the high resolution ICP-SFMS 

as it is capable of resolving the interfering ArO+.  
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Table 3.  Linearity and range of high resolution sector field (SF) and quadrupole (Q) 
ICP-MS calibration curves   

 

Isotope 

Concentration 

Range, µg/L 
SF equation Isotope

Concentration 

Range, µg/L 
Q equation 

Mn-55 0.5–10 Y=7.2E5·X+3.4E4 Mn-55 0.5-10 Y=2.8E4·X-7.4E2 

Co-59 0.5–10 Y=5.3E5·X+3.3E4 Co-59 0.05-1.0 Y=2.3E4·X+6.8E1

Cd-111 0.02–1.0 Y=8.4E4·X-2.1E3 Cd-111 0.05-1.0 Y=1.6E3·X+4.1E0

Pb-208 0.02–1.0 Y=7.7E5·X+4.0E3 Pb-208 0.05-1.0 Y=9.3E3·X+6.6E1

Mg-24 2-20 Y=3.2E5·X-7.0E4 Mg-26 200-1500 Y=4.1E1·X-9.5E1 

Fe-56 2-20 Y=6.3E5·X-1.1E4 Fe-57 10-150 Y=3.2E1·X-2.4E1 

Cu-63 2-20 Y=3.5E5·X+3.9E4 Cu-63 10-150 Y=1.6E1·X+5.7E2

Zn-66 2-20 Y=6.9E4·X+1.0E4 Zn-66 10-150 Y=1.7E2·X+4.4E2

 

3.1.3 Limits of Detection 

 

For the quantitative determination of all trace elements of interest, a simulated blank 

solution was prepared at the same acid concentration with the same internal standard 

concentrations used to prepare the final dilution of the calibrating solutions. In order to 

determine very low concentrations in various samples it is necessary that the blank values 

are as low as possible. The method blank or digestion blank contains all the reagents in 

the same volume as the processing of the samples. Matrix effects are minimized when the 

blanks, standards, and samples have the same acid concentration. Between each sample 

or standard sufficient rinse solution with 2% v/v HNO3 was prepared to rinse the whole 

system. Possible contamination would elevate the background signal, one of which is the 

contamination of the reagents used for sample preparation. All samples, blanks and 
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standards were prepared with 18.2 MΩ-cm deionized H2O obtained from a Milli-Q water 

purification system. The digestion reagents were Optima Grade HNO3 and Trace Select 

H2O2. Detection limits were defined as the concentration of the metal, which would 

produce a signal equivalent to three times the standard deviation of the background signal 

obtained for the blank samples. The instrumental LOD, calculated as 3 times the standard 

deviation of 10 replicates of the nitric acid blank, are presented in Table 4. The sample 

LOD was calculated by multiplying the instrument LOD by the dilution factor. An 

analytical LOD was determined by analyzing 20 pre-cleaned polyethylene tubes using the 

digestion procedure with the nitric acid.  The analytical method LOD does not account 

for metal contamination that occurred during the collection, storage or preparation of 

samples prior to digestion. The blank tubes analyzed by ICP-SFMS did not contain 

measurable levels of Pb, Mn, Cd, Mg or Cu.  One digestion blank contained 0.05 ppb Co, 

which is above the instrument LOD and suggests a random contamination event. A 

significant Zn background was present in 5 of the 20 blank tube samples. One tube 

contained 0.11 ppb Zn, which was an outlier by the Dixon Q test at the 99th percentile.203 

The analytical LOD for Zn (3 times standard deviation of analytical blank) was 0.10 ppb, 

which corresponds to a sample LOD of 100 ppb without the outlier. A significant Fe 

background was present in 6 of 20 blank tube samples with one blank containing 3.6 ppb 

Fe. This sample is an outlier by the Dixon Q test at the 99th confidence level. Excluding 

the outlier, the analytical LOD for Fe was 0.10 ppb, which corresponds to a within 

sample LOD of 100 ppb. The digestion blanks indicate that random contamination of 

samples in the preparatory laboratory may occur.  
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Normally one would expect the sector field ICP-MS to have high a lower background and 

higher sensitivity compared with quadrupole based ICP-MS.204 Compared to the ICP-

SFMS, instrumental LODs measured by ICP-QMS are lower in ultratrace elements, such 

as Mn-55, Co-59, Cd-111, and Pb-208 but trace elements Fe, Zn and Mg have higher 

LOD values (Table 4). The reasons for the lower detection limits on the ICP-QMS are 

that NexION has lower backgrounds of ultratrace elements because it is a new machine 

with less background signal from running many samples. Second, the smaller dilution 

factor used for sample preparations on the NexION allows for better sample LODs.  

 

Table 4.  Detection limits measured by ICP-SFMS and ICP-QMS 

 
 ICP-SFMS ICP -SFMS ICP-QMS ICPMS 

 
Instrument LOD 

µg L-1 

Method LOD  

µg  L-1 

Instrument LOD  

µg L-1 

Method LOD  

µg L-1 

Mn 1.1E-02 1.1E-01 4.9E-03 1.1E-01 
Co 7.6E-03 7.6E-02 9.6E-04 1.9E-02 
Cd 1.2E-02 1.2E-01 1.9E-03 3.8E-02 
Pb 4.6E-03 4.6E-02 2.2E-03 3.0E-02 
Mg 1.3E-01 1.1E+02 2.9E-01 5.8E+00 
Fe 2.5E-02 1.0E+02 4.3E-01 8.6E+00 
Cu 2.3E-02 2.3E+01 1.6E-02 3.2E-01 
Zn 4.7E-02 1.0E+02 4.3E-01 8.6E+00 

 

3.1.4 Reproducibility  

 

150 µL samples of an internal serum in-house reference material were digested and 

analyzed using the same digestion and analytical procedures as for the samples. The 

within-run precision was generated for the elements of interest by analyzing 3 separate 
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aliquots of reference materials; the 3 aliquots were prepared at the same time and 

analyzed on the same day.  Additional measurements were performed on different days 

with different optimized instrument conditions and different calibration curves to assess 

the inter-day variability. Fresh reference materials were prepared and analyzed 

independently on different days to determine the external precision of the method over 

multiple runs.  The replicate measurements (n=3) agreed well within their standard 

deviations indicating that the preparation procedures were consistent and no measurable 

additional bias was introduced in sample preparation (see Table 5 and Table 6). With the 

ICP-SFMS, the relative standard deviation (RSD) for Cd ranged from 7% to 32% and the 

RSD for Co ranged 10% to 23%; these high % RSD values are mainly due to the 

relatively low concentration of these elements. In the multi-day reproducibility 

measurements, Zn and Co had a coefficient of variance (CV) of 8.8% and 7.5%, 

respectively, while all other elements of interest had a CV of 5.5% or less, indicating a 

steady instrumental signal response and reproducible sample preparation methods.  

 

For evaluating the In ICP-QMS, seronorm® reference material was used in the 

reproducibility tests instead of the in-house serum reference sample as an external check 

on the ICP results. The high CV for lead (Table 6) in the reproducibility tests is attributed 

to sample contamination during the preparation stage. This contamination is likely a 

result of either lab background and/or lead in the rubber stopper on the seronorm® 

reference material. 
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3.1.5 Accuracy and Precision  

 

The accuracy of the analytical method was determined by quantifying target analytes in 

matrix-matched certified reference materials (CRMs) and by performing spike recovery 

measurements. The spike recoveries were performed by spiking samples with known 

concentrations of the targeted elements. The volume of spike solution was limited to 10 

µL in a 3 mL sample solution to minimize any significant matrix effects of dilution. Both 

natural plasma samples and spiked plasma samples were analyzed and concentrations 

determined using the external calibration with internal standards to correct for 

instrumental instabilities and matrix interference. The spike recovery results are 

summarized in Table 5 and Table 6. Both ICP-SFMS and ICP-QMS gave good spike 

recoveries with relatively small standard deviations over the multiple day analysis tests. 

This demonstrated good recovery efficiency of the analytical method and no loss of 

elements during the sample preparation procedures. In general, the mean acceptable spike 

recovery is in the range of 80-120%. 
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Table 5. Day-to-day in-house serum reference samples measured by VG Axiom high 
resolution sector field ICP-MS in different Days (n=3) 

Isotope 
(ng g-1) 

Mn-55 Co-59 Cd-111 Pb-208 

Day 1 38.8±1.49 0.505±0.0498 0.494±0.0352 3.84±0.240 

Day 2 39.5±3.86 0.492±0.0998 0.534±0.169 3.75±0.068 

Day 3 41.5±1.23 0.565±0.122 0.543±0.125 4.16±0.108 

CV 3.5 7.5 5.0 5.5 

Spike 
Recovery 

92% ± 2% 93%±5% 97% ±4% 101±4% 

     

Isotope 
(mg g-1) 

Mg-24 Fe-56 Cu-63 Zn-66 

Day 1 20.7±0.50 3.31 ±0.079 0.797 ±0.017 0.924 ±0.034 

Day 2 21.1±0.85 3.10±0.090 0.832±0.049 1.05±0.069 
Day 3 20.1±0.42 3.27±0.27 0.857±0.033 1.098±0.062 
CV 2.5 3.5 3.6 8.8 

Spike 
Recovery 

96%± 3% 93%±4% 92%±1% 93%±3% 

 

Table 6. Day-to-day seronorm® measured by NexION 300X quadrupole ICP-MS (n=3) 

Isotope 
(ng L-1) 

Mn-55 Co-59 Cd-111 Pb-208 

Day 1 16.5±0.14 1.87±0.072 0.121 ±0.016 1.31±0.070 

Day 2 15.6±0.19 1.75±0.089 0.116±0.016 1.26±0.022 

Day 3 16.2±0.073 1.73±0.090 0.123±0.015 0.999±0.037 

CV 2.8 4.2 3.0 14.1 

Spike 
Recovery 

95% ± 3% 93%±2% 93% ±4% 107±4% 

     

Isotope 
(mg L-1) 

Mg-26 Fe-57 Cu-63 Zn-66 

Day 1 17.9 ±1.1 1.28±0.028 1.50±0.047 1.20± 0.0094 

Day 2 19.3±0.64 1.27±0.12 1.47±0.085 1.24±0.062 

Day 3 20.2±0.22 1.50±0.014 1.77±0.011 1.43±0.0052 

CV 6.0 9.5 10.5 9.5 

Spike 
Recovery 

107%± 5% 103%±3% 95%±6% 93%±6% 
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3.1.6 Quality Assessment 

 

Matrix-matched quality control reference materials are ideal for initial method 

development and method validation. Quality control samples are also crucial in routine 

sample analysis. In analytical process, controls must be in put in place to assure 

continued quality and to continually monitor for sources of errors. Seronorm® trace 

elements serum samples was reconstituted and used as the quality control reference 

material in this study. The results for the analysis of 9 samples of seronorm® on both the 

ICP- SFMS and ICP-QMS are given in Table 7. The average measured concentrations 

(n=9) are given along with the recommended values or 95% confidence limit ranges are 

present. In ICP-SFMS, the measured Mn concentration was lower than the seronorm® 

reference range value. The measured Pb concentration was higher than the certified value 

in seronorm® suggesting potential sample contamination. Moyer et al reported significant 

elevated levels for Pb from seronorm® when the reconstituted material in the sample tube 

was in contact with the rubber stopper on the seronorm® sample tube for anywhere from 5 

minutes to 24 hours.205 The results for all other elements agree well with the seronorm® 

reference values using both the ICP-SFMS and ICP-QMS.  
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Table 7. Seronorm® analysis performed by VG Axiom high resolution sector field and 
quadrupole ICP-MS 

 
 

3.2 NCI Plasma Samples Measurement 

 

The hotblock digestion method and the NexION quadrupole ICP-MS were used to 

analyze 1990 plasma samples for the NCI study. Samples were analyzed in batches of 60 

to 90 samples; each batch included 3 digestion blanks, 3 seronorm® serum quality control 

samples and 1 spiked seronorm® serum quality control sample. Fresh mixed standards 

containing all elements were prepared as needed. A single element 10 µg L-1 Mo standard 

was included in each batch to correct for the MoO interference on Cd-111.  In plasma 

samples, the Cd-111 concentration was much lower than the Mo; in seronorm® serum, 

the MoO interference accounted for, on average, 40% of the signal intensity measured at 

111 amu. The analytical results for the analysis of 66 quality controls over three months 

 N Mna Coa Cda Pba 

ICP-SFMS Avg (std) 9 12.3 ±0.1 1.51 ±0.06 0.11 ±0.02 1.14  ±0.09 

ICP-QMS Avge (std) 9 14.4 ±0.14 1.70 ±0.07 0.12 ±0.02 1.19 ±0.07 

Seronorm®  14.1 - 15.9 0.9 - 1.5 0.126* 1.02* 

 N Mgb Feb Cub Znb 

ICP-SFMS Avg (std) 9 20.0 ±1.0 1.36 ±0.04 1.69 ±0.08 1.65 ±0.07 

ICP-QMS Avge (std) 9 18.7 ±1.1 1.38 ±0.03 1.49 ±0.13 1.65 ±0.01 

Seronorm®  18.8 - 21.4 1.31 - 1.47 1.61 - 1.78 1.67 - 1.81 
a.Results in µg L-1. 
bResults in mg L-1.  
* Recommended values of seronorm® trace elements 
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are summarized in Table 8. The low Cu and Zn values are consistent with the lower spike 

recovery values for these two elements; the results in Table 8 are not corrected for spike 

recovery. Of the 66 digestion blanks co-analyzed with the samples, one contained a high 

level Cd, equivalent to a sample concentration of 0.3 µg/L, and one contained a high 

level of Pb equivalent to a sample concentration of 6 µg/L indicating the occurrence of 

random contamination at a rate of approximately 1.5%. 

 

Table 8. Results from analysis of 66 seronorm® samples co-analyzed with 1990 plasma 
samples 

Element n 
Measured 

Value 
Seronorm® 

Certified Value 
Spike 

Recovery  % 

Mna 66 15.9 ±0.7 14.1-15.9 100 
Coa 66 1.45 ± 0.3 0.9-1.5 97 
Cda 66 0.150 ± 0.04 0.126 96 
Pba 66 1.20 ± 0.24 1.02 92 
Mgb 66 19.1 ± 1.0 18.8-21.4 95 
Feb 66 1.33 ± 0.07 1.31-1.47 93 
Cub 66 1.58 ± 0.08 1.607-1.775 83 
Znb 66 1.27 ± 0.10 1.667-1.809 76 
a.Results in µg L-1, bResults in mg L-1                                                 

 

3.3 Quality Control  

 

QC analysis was performed to ensure the quality of the analytical data.206 The practice of 

QC depends on the analysis of reference materials to monitor for statistical control. 

Statistical control is based on the premise that a QC result arises independently and at 

random from a normal population with mean µ and variance σ2.  Attributes are quality 
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characteristics that are classified as either conforming or not conforming to the 

specification. A chart with an upper control limit (UCL) and a lower control limit (LCL) 

was created to monitor the results for the control samples over the course of the analytical 

campaign. The UCL and LCL bounds are set to µ±3 σ. When a result for the quality 

control sample fell outside the UCL and LCL, it shows an extreme result, which meant 

that the analytical system has started to behave differently implying that the data 

produced by the system at that point in time are not reliable. Even if all the points are 

within the limits, the quality process is not necessarily in control. Statistical methods 

much be carried out to determine if there are any systematic non-random errors. The 

results are in control when the measured values are within UCL and LCL with a random 

pattern. A within-run quality control precision is determined by the duplication within a 

given run of measurements on samples. In this study, 3 samples of the quality control 

material were analyzed on 22 different days, which brings the total number to 66 

seronorm® samples.   

Figure 5. Manganese concentrations in seronorm® sample  
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Figure 6. Cobalt concentrations in seronorm® sample 

 

Figure 7. Cadmium concentrations in seronorm® sample 
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Figure 8. Lead concentrations in seronorm® sample 

 

 

Figure 9. Magnesium concentrations in seronorm® sample 
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Figure 10. Iron concentrations in seronorm® sample 

 

 

Figure 11. Copper concentrations in seronorm® sample 
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Figure 12. Zinc concentrations in seronorm® sample 

 

As can be seen in Figures 5-12, the analytical results for the reference material are 

centered about the certified or recommended level (CL) and fall within the UCL and LCL. 

Continuous monitoring of quality controls during analysis allows for a good estimate of 

the stability of performance of the instrument and method. As can also be seen in Fig. 5-

12, two Pb data points show large within-run variations with a positive deviation from the 

certified level. The high, positive deviation results are most likely due to contamination 

during sample preparation or seronorm® sample contamination. Also, the large within-run 

variation for Cd is due to the low concentrations of Cd in seronorm® close to LODs.  
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3.4 Blinded QCs  

 

The plasma samples from the NCI contained 102 blinded, internal quality control (IQC) 

samples. These blinded QCs were taken from a single, large, pooled material and the 

sampling protocol for collecting this material was different from collecting the plasma 

samples from ECG cancer studies. The IQC sample IDs were unblinded when the 

analytical measurements were completed and the results were submitted to the NCI. In 

this sample pool, 97 samples were graded as cloudy white. Only one of the IQC samples 

contained significantly high concentrations of Fe, Zn Cu, Mg and significantly low 

concentrations of Mn, Co, and Pb by the Dixon Q test at the 99th percentile. This one 

result was removed from the data analysis.  The results for the remaining 101 blinded 

IQC samples summarized in Table 9. 

 

Table 9. Summary of the Analysis of 101 Internal Control Samples by ICP-QMS 

 

Element N Measured Values (SD) CV 

Mn 101 15.7 ±1.2 7.5 

Co 101 27.1± 6.9 25 

Cd 101 0.0866± 0.11 122 

Pb 101 9.58 ± 0.76 7.9 

Mg 101 3997 ± 335 8.4 

Fe 101 696 ± 66 9.4 

Cu 101 286 ± 27 9.7 

Zn 101 166 ± 13 8.2 

Results in µg L-1 
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The pooled analysis for the internal QC samples is valuable in that it provides a measure 

of the variance (CV) associated with the analysis of a 150 µL sample using this analytical 

method developed in this work.  The CVs for the trace elements Mg, Fe, Cu, Zn and the 

ultratrace elements Mn and Pb were less than 10%. The CVs of ultratrace elements Co 

and Cd in the blinded quality control samples were 25% and 122%.  The high CV for Cd 

is likely a result of the fact that the Cd concentration is at or near the LOD and below the 

limit of quantification for the analytical method. The relatively high CV for Co is 

probably due to Co bias introduced via the calibration standards used. Fig. 13 clearly 

shows a concentration increase starting between the sample 2531-001-1002 and 2531-

001-1079. This is also the point when new Co standards were made. The jump in 

concentration or the batch effect can also be observed in Fig. 14, where it shows the 

measured concentrations of Co in seronorm® divided by the certified value and the 

measured concentration of Co in blinded QC samples divided by the mean Co value are 

plotted. For comparison, the same values are plotted for Mg for the seronorm® and IQC 

samples (Fig. 15).  

Figure 13 Co concentrations in plasma samples from NCI study. Concentration is µg L-1.  
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Figure 14. The ratio of measured Co concentrations and accepted Co concentrations in 
both Seronorm® reference samples and blinded QC samples 

 

The conclusion that the Pb contamination in seronorm® is restricted to the seronorm® 

samples (potentially from the rubber stopper on the sample vials) is supported by a 

similar comparison of the ratio of the measured and accepted values for the seronorm® 

and IQC samples (Figure 16). The results for the IQC are randomly distributed about 1, 

whereas there are high positive deviation values for the seronorm® samples. The 

measured Pb concentration in blinded QC samples in the plasma sample pool is 

consistent over all of the batch runs (RSD=7.9%).  

Figure 15. The ratio of measured Mg concentrations and accepted Mg concentrations in 
both seronorm® reference samples and blinded QC samples. 
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Figure 16. The ratio of measured Pb concentrations and accepted Pb concentrations in 
both seronorm® reference samples and blinded QC samples. 

 

Quartiles and percentiles are common descriptive statistics. The first quartile, Q1, is the 

same as the 25th percentile and the third quartile, Q3, is the same as the 75th percentile. 

The second quartile is the 50th percentile. The interquartile range (IQR), which can be 

used to identify potential outliers, is a number that indicates the spread of the middle 50% 

of the data. It is calculated as the difference between Q3 and Q1. Table 10 gives a basic 

description of the plasma results for Fe, Zn, Cu, Mn, Co, Cd and Pb. In the table N is the 

number of samples with measured concentrations above the detection limits. The results 

show that the ultratrace elements such as as Co and Pb are detectable in a majority of the 

plasma samples. On the other hand, for Cd the measured values often below the LOD. 

The measured values were for the 1990 plasma samples are compared with those 

previously reported in literature in Table 11.  
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Table 10 Descriptive Statistics for Element Concentrations in 1888 Plasma Samples by 
ICP-QMS 

 

Element N 25%a 50%a 75%a   90%a   

Mn 1879 3.63 3.83 4.25 4.25 

Co 1879 0.33 0.40 0.47 0.60 

Cd 469 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 0.06 

Pb 1785 0.23 0.31 0.44 0.64 

Mg 1879 21715 24186 27855 30998 

Fe 1879 999 1221 1516 1856 

Cu 1879 804 917 1034 1139 

Zn 1879 803 921 1043 1173 
a Results were expressed in µg L-1 
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4 Discussion 

 

4.1 Trace Elements in Human Plasma Samples 

  

We have demonstrated that a hotblock digestion method coupled with ICP-SFMS and 

ICP-QMS is capable of accurately analyzing Mn, Co, Cd, Pb, Mg, Fe, Cu and Zn in 150 

µL plasma and serum samples. The minimal sample volume required by the analysis is 

important because it preserves sample and allows researchers to couple trace element 

measurement with other analytical techniques to measure antibodies, proteins, DNA 

adducts and genotypes. The method was used to analyze trace and ultratrace elements Mg, 

Cu, Fe, Zn and Mn, Co, Cd, Pb in blind and limited plasma samples in a study conducted 

by the NCI. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no other studies published in 

the literature that have quantified the trace and ultratrace elements with this low of a 

sample volume.  

 

For many trace and ultratrace elements it is difficult to compare the reference ranges 

determined in this present study in human plasma with those values found by others. A 

possible explanation for the wide ranges of trace elements reported in human plasma 

samples are the different methods of sample collection and storage. The higher analytical 

sensitivity and the presence of contaminants would become more important, especially 

for ultratrace elements that are physiologically present at very low concentrations. The 

purpose of Table 11 is to summarize the available information about the targeted 

elements concentrations in plasma in this study and other studies. Some reference data 

were found with human serum samples. Serum is plasma without fibrinogen or other 
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clotting proteins. Trace elements concentrations in healthy human serum determined by 

ICP-MS by Vandecasteele et al207 are also summarized in Table 11. Forrer et al used 

ICP-MS to simultaneously determine trace and ultratrace elements in 110 healthy human 

serum samples.208 In the study by Gudar et al ICP-OES was used to measure trace 

elements in healthy plasma samples in 27 healthy people with average age 26.6.209 It is 

summarized by Caroli et al that trace elements in healthy human plasma, serum and 

whole blood were independently measured by FAAS, ICP-OES and NAA in three 

laboratories.210
 

 

Table 11. Comparison of the ranges established in this study with literature values, 
measured in µg L-1 

 

ECG study a 
Vandecasteele 

et al. 1990 a  
Forrer, et al. 

2001 a 
Gudar et al. 

2011b 
Caroli et.al 
1994 b,210 

Element
s 

Median  Range  Range Range Range Range 

Mn 3.83 3.19-6.26 - 0.40 ± 0.99 - 0.1-2.9 
Co 0.40 0.26-0.90 0.19-0.29 0.104 ± 0.158 - 0.08-0.45 
Cd < 0.05 0.02-0.08 - 0.051 ± 0.20 - 0.04-0.4 
Pb 0.31 0.14-1.17 - - - 0.08-0.48 
Mg 24186 18920-34730 - - 22660 ±1510 - 
Fe 1221 692-2145 1860-2560 1377 ± 729 1360 ±740 - 
Cu 917 680-1211 995-1099 1013 ± 167 760 ±220 600-1400 
Zn 921 651-1277 918-960 810 ± 223 2240 ± 1130 600-1200 

  
a. Analyzed by ICP-MS 
b. Analyzed by ICP-OES  
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4.2 NCI Results Evaluations 

 

In the initial NCI study, all participants in Linxian, China in the dysplasia and general 

population trials were contacted to provide a blood sample primarily for DNA analysis. 

Blood samples were drawn in field stations for participants. Sub-samples of the whole 

blood would be measured for hematocrit, hemoglobin, red blood corpuscles (RBC), white 

blood corpuscles (WBC), platelet count, cryostorage in the future. The remaining blood 

was centrifuged to separate plasma and transferred to yellow cap tubes for trace element 

analysis.  

 

As can be seen from the Table 11, the concentrations of Fe, Cu, and Zn in these plasma 

samples are within the ranges reported for healthy adults in the literature. For Mn, 

concentrations in these samples are significantly higher than the values reported literature 

values. The most likely reason for the elevated Mn concentrations is contamination of the 

plasma samples from the heparin used to generate the plasma samples; the concentration 

of Mn in heparin is reported to be 3.6 mg kg-1.21010 mL Na heparin vacutainers and 

stainless steel needle were used to draw blood from subjects in Linxian, China. The use 

of a stainless steel needle for the collection of blood is generally not suitable. The 

concentration of Mn and Co in samples can also be compromised by the stainless steel 

needle stick used to collect blood.211 Cadmium concentrations in these samples (0.524 ± 

0.026) were also high compared with the healthy young adults (0.32 ± 0.09) in a study 

conducted by Bernhard.212 It should be kept in mind that the Cd concentrations in plasma 

samples are close to LOD, therefore low precision of data would be encountered. 

Plasma/serum Pb levels in healthy people were reported in many older publications 
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ranging from 0.02 to 14.5 µg L-1.213 The wide range of Pb concentrations in healthy 

adults is probably due to inappropriate collection methods, and analytical instrumentation 

for Pb determinations. The development of ICP-MS instrumentation in the last decade 

has resulted in determinations of Pb in plasma and serum samples with much lower 

detection limits and better accuracy. Schutz has shown that the median plasma Pb was 

0.15 (0.1-0.17) µg L-1 without hemolysis in healthy people.214 The data he collected also 

showed that hemolysis only had a limited effect, which was not enough to explain the 

wide differences in the published data. The use of anticoagulant when treated with blood 

may provide high plasma Pb levels due to the extraction of Pb from the erythrocytes.215 

That may partly explain the high Pb plasma concentration analyzed with ICP-QMS. The 

main reason why elevated Pb concentration in plasma samples is because of the yellow 

tube cap from BD Vacutainer® used in collecting blood or plasma samples. Tan tubes are 

the only tubes certified for Pb analysis, which contain less than 0.01 µg mL-1 Pb.  

 

These NCI plasma samples were blinded in analysis. Little data analysis can be carried 

out. Sample colors were noted. All the samples were graded on color prior to digestion 

and analysis. In the whole sample batch, 104 samples were classified as pink and 

additional 48 samples were classified as red. This pink or red color indicates that 

hemolysis occurred when plasma samples were prepared from the whole blood. 

Minimizing the effect of variations arising from the measurable sources of errors in 

clinical specimens is very important but not easy. Hemolysis must be avoided since high 

concentrations of K and Fe in the erythrocytes may affect the serum or plasma levels 

depending on the degree of hemolysis. This could partly explain the results that the mean 
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Fe concentration in the pink and red samples and the Cu concentration in the red samples 

were significantly elevated (p<0.05) compared with normal samples.  
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5 Effects of Total Body Irradiation on Trace Elements in Mouse 
Tongue  

 

5.1 Total Body Irradiation (TBI)  

 

In modern times global nuclear war is less likely than in the past, but terrorists’ use of 

radiologic weapons is an ongoing threat to the whole world. The inadequate controls over 

radioactive materials internationally present a potential threat to the population of the 

United States. This threat could result from the use of radioactive material in a “dirty 

bomb” or the diversion of special nuclear material to construct a nuclear weapon.  

A radiological weapon combing in radioactive materials with conventional explosives or 

dirty bomb is one of the scenarios. The areas around the explosion and “downwind” from 

the explosion would be contaminated with radioactive materials. Even though the dose 

rate would be comparatively low from such an event, victims would receive skin injury 

and potential exposure to internal contamination from the radioactive particles. A test 

explosion and subsequent calculations done by the United States Department of Energy 

demonstrated that the radiation exposure from a dirty bomb would not be fatal, even if an 

individual stayed in the affected area for one year.216 The worst scenario is detonation of 

a nuclear bomb. Without any medical treatment, nearly all individuals who receive more 

than 4.0 Gy from such an event will die within 30 days.217 In a general population, a 

radiation dose of 3.5 Gy will kill half of the population within 30days.218 This LD 50 

radiation dose value increases to about 5.0-6.0 Gy with adequate supportive treatment.218 

Medical treatments are given to those receiving a radiation dose to 2.0 Gy while 
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individuals who receive radiations more than 6.0 Gy will have significant blast and 

thermal injury.219  

Many physicians are not familiar with the medical treatment for radiation exposure. Since 

1990, a total of 33 fatalities have occurred from 259 radiation overexposures in the world; 

55% of these fatalities were related to medical diagnostic and therapeutic procedures.220 

Table 12 presents the main symptoms observed at different acute whole body ionization 

radiation doses.221,222 Not all physicians understand the medical emergence regarding 

different doses of exposure to radiation, especially nowadays the available training and 

education in the radiation sciences are limited due to the rarity of radiological events.  

Table 12. Symptoms of radiation injuries 

Procedure Findings Time of onset Minimum 
exposure (Gy) 

Clinical 
observations 

Nausea, vomiting Within 48 h ~ 1 

 Erythema Within hours to days ~ 3 

 
Epilation Within 2-3 weeks 

~ 3 
 

Laboratory examinations 

Blood count 
Absolute lymphocyte 

count < 1G/L 
Within 24-72 h ~ 0.5 

Cytogeneticsa 
Dicentrics, rings, 

fragments 
Within hours ~ 0.2 

 

The radiation injuries caused by the acute exposures is due to the energy deposition in 

tissues. The radiation energy can promote free-radical formation, which will damage 

DNA and other cellular structures. Cellular tolerance can be effective when the total 

absorbed dose is low but likely to fail at high dose levels. The tolerance is also related to 
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the dose rate. The severity of the injury largely depends on the dose level incurred, the 

dose rate, the radiosensitivity of the tissue involved, the area of body exposed and the 

extent of exposure suffered by the organ system.221 Diagnosis of radiation exposure is 

mainly based on radiation induced symptoms and other clinical or laboratory data. Table 

13 summarizes the symptoms associated with critical phases of acute radiation syndrome 

(ARS).221 Lymphocytes are one of the most radiosensitive cell types and during the early 

phase of observation the drop in the total number of lymphocytes is the best test to 

determine the radiation exposure. If there is a significant decrease in lymphocytes in the 

first 6 to 48 hours, intense medical treatment is very likely to be required.223 The 

prodromal phase involves fatigue, vomiting, headache, the loss of appetite and nausea. If 

the whole body receives acute doses of 2 to 10 Gy, the activity of the bone marrow is 

suppressed inducing the hematopoietic syndrome.224 Gastrointestinal symptoms are 

observed at doses of more than 10-15 Gy because of death of intestinal mucosal stem 

cells; the gastrointestinal system is considered to be very sensitive to ionizing radiation. 

Patients will suffer nausea, vomiting and diarrhea, and even death after a latency of about 

one week. Although it is a rarely observed situation, central nervous system syndrome 

happens at dose levels greater than 30 Gy. Immediate nausea, vomiting, ataxia, and 

convulsion are observed and death is inevitable within a few days.  
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Table 13. Summarizations of critical phases of acute radiation syndrome (ARS)* 

Symptoms and 

medical response 

ARS degree and the dose of whole body exposure (Gy) 

Mild       
(1-2 Gy) 

Moderate    
(2-4 Gy) 

Severe        
(4-6 Gy) 

Very Severe 
(6-8 Gy) 

Lethal      
(>8 Gy) 

Lymphocytes, g/L 0.8-1.5 0.5-0.8 0.3-0.5 0.1-0.3 0.0-0.1 

Latency period 
(d) 

21-35 18-28 8-18 7 or less None 

Lethality, % 0 
0-50  

Onset  6-8 wk 
20-70 

Onset  4-8 wk 
50-100 

Onset  1-2 wk 
100 

1-2 wk 
Onset of 
symptoms 

>30 d 18-28 d 8-18 d < 7 d < 3 d 

Platelets, g/L 
60-100    
10-23% 

30-60        
25-40% 

25-35        
40-80% 

15-25         
60-80% 

<20   
80-100% 

Granulocytes, g/L >2.0 1.5-2.0 1.0-1.5 ≤0.5 ≤0.1 

Epilation None 

Moderate, 
beginning on 

day 15 or 
later

Moderate or 
complete on 
days 11-21 

Complete 
earlier than 

day 11 

Complete 
earlier than 

day 10 

 

* Adapted from International Atomic Energy Agency, Diagnosis and Treatment of Radiation Injuries, Safety 

Report Series No. 2. Vienna, 1998
.222 

 

Researchers have been dedicated to the discovery of biomarkers of radiation exposure for 

decades. The importance was emphasized in epidemiological studies of occupational 

exposure,225 radiation exposure in industrial accidents,226 astronaut exposure in space 

missions,227,228and radiation therapy for cancer treatment.229,230 Following radiation 

exposure accidents, it is critically important to estimate rapidly the level of exposure in 

persons at risk and triage people with different treatment according to their exposure 

levels. There is a need for comprehensive biomarker profiling as an early assessment tool 

to classify the severity of acute radiation exposure injury. Due to the radiation sensitivity 
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of lymphocytes, the cytogenetic analysis of peripheral blood lymphocytes was considered 

as the gold standard of radiation exposure.231 However, its immediate use in the field 

following a radiological event has limited value because of the time that it takes to 

develop depletion of these cells after exposure.223 Alternatives include measurement of 

specific cytokines and metabolites in tissue and body fluids.232,233  

The objective of this work was to investigate if trace element levels in tongue mucosa 

change with different radiation dose and different latency period as early biomarkers 

of total body irradiation (TBI). Laser ablation (LA) inductively coupled plasma mass 

spectrometry was used in this study to measure trace element levels in mouse tongue 

tissue samples. Radiation studies have already shown that radiation dose-related changes 

in exposed murine oral mucosa and tongue tissues.234 Changes in trace elements in 

tongue mucosa could be employed to develop a self-administered lateral flow device to 

monitor for radiation exposure at or beyond the 2 Gy threshold for rapid triage of victims 

following a nuclear event in a large population.   

 
 

5.2 Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (LA-
ICP-MS) 

 

Laser ablation (LA) is frequently used with ICP-MS. It allows for direct solid sample 

input and analysis without sample digestion. LA-ICP-MS was first proposed by Gray in 

1985, and commercialized in 1990.235 The relatively new technique LA-ICP-MS has been 

established for sensitive multi-element analysis at the trace and ultratrace level, as well as 

direct isotope ratio measurements in solid samples.236 Fields of applications of LA-ICP-
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MS include geological research (geochronology),237,238 biology and life sciences,239,240 

materials research and environmental monitoring in radioactive waste.241 The advantages 

of LA-ICP-MS are numerous. First, the minimal handling and sample preparation with 

LA-ICP-MS greatly reduces the risk of external contamination.  Second, the technique is 

minimally invasive in that it utilizes a small portion of the sample. Third, LA-ICP-MS is 

capable of analyzing trace and ultra-trace elements in many different kinds of solid 

samples. The sensitivity of LA-ICP-MS is, in most cases, superior to other solid surface 

analysis technique like scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray 

analysis (SEM-EDX) and proton-induced X-ray emission (PIXE). It is able to perform 

analysis in a variety of conducting and non-conducting solid samples including 

semiconductors, geological samples, biological samples, graphite, and air particulates. 

Depending upon the system, it has a spatial resolution as low as 3.5 µm enabling one to 

differentiate between individual cells and zones in biological samples. LA-ICP-MS can 

also be used in biological and medical research for quantitative mapping to obtain a 

lateral element distribution in entire sectioned samples.242,243  

As with any analytical technique, LA-ICP-MS has a number of limitations. One of them 

is the problem of quantification of analytical results, which is mainly due to the lack of 

suitable certified reference materials (CRM) with a similar matrix composition as the 

sample at the spatial resolution of the ablation laser. In geological studies, preparation of 

homogeneous geological samples is a way to overcome matrix effects. Trace element 

determinations in glasses that use a geological reference glass in comparison to NIST 

glass standard reference materials for quantification yield more accurate results.244 

Synthetic laboratory standards have been prepared for quantitative analysis in ceramics245 
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and graphite,246 as well as thin sections of brain tissue (hippocampus).247 However, the 

application of LA-ICP-MS in clinical and biological research is still limited compared to 

its use in the geological and materials science studies. Most studies on biological samples 

have relied on certified reference materials or preparation of matrix matched standards. 

For example, tissue-like CRM pig liver paste was prepared for a single point calibration 

for quantification of trace elements in sheep liver.248 Alternatively, matrix-matched 

standards have been studied by spiking brain tissue with known amount of aqueous 

standards.247 In addition to creating a matrix-matched biological standard of known 

concentration at the spatial resolution being investigated, application of LA-ICP-MS is 

also complicated by the variation in water content between samples and samples and 

standards. Not only can it result in difficulties of matching the reference materials matrix 

but will cause laser beam fluctuation and sample structure alternation due to water 

evaporation. In the work of Becker et al, the use of -10°C sample platform in the ablation 

chamber was demonstrated to give rise to significant improvement in the stability of ion 

currents, which leads to higher accuracy and better precision of the analytical data.249  

Carbon-13 has been used to image the carbon distribution in biological samples and as an 

internal standard for the distribution of other elements.250,251 Carbon content is mostly 

dependent on the water content in the tissues, which can range from 69 % to 80 % weight 

percent and 3.1 and 3.8 water-protein molar ratios.252 The variations of water content, 

laser energy fluctuation, surface roughness, or change of absorption coefficient of the 

ablated material could be compensated for by carbon (m/z 13). Carbon-13 is preferred 

over carbon-12 since there is a high amount of carbon in the tissue samples and 

instrument background.   
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Nanosecond-pulsed Nd: YAG and excimer lasers are the common commercialized laser 

ablation systems. The schematic is shown in Fig. 17. The solid-state mass spectrometric 

technique uses the ablation of sample materials by a focused laser beam in helium carrier 

gas at atmospheric pressure. The properties of the laser which influence ablation 

efficiency are pulse duration, energy, wavelength, and spatial energy profile.253 Generally, 

greater ablation efficiency (amount of mass removed per unit energy), reduced plasma 

shielding, and reduced fractionation are realized by shorter laser wavelengths and shorter 

laser-pulse duration.253 The application of excimer laser with 193 nm wavelength is 

proposed to reduce fractionation effects.253 Ideally, the pulse interactions with sample 

materials will lead to a photo-physical bond breaking process instead of melting, boiling, 

and vaporization.  

The sample is placed on a movable cell chamber, allowing the sample to be precisely 

positioned relative to the fixed laser beam. Helium is passed through the chamber with a 

constant flow rate and coupled to the sample introduction system. A high magnification, 

colored CCD camera is used to show the image of sample surface and direct the laser 

beam on the sample. A pulse of energy from the laser beam strikes a target region of the 

sample, removing a certain quantity of material depending on the energy frequency, 

pulse-duration and laser-spot size. Sample material is ablated from the surface of the 

specimen and aerosols are formed and released from the laser ablation crater. The plasma 

“aerosol” plume consists of electrons, ions, neutrals and particulates from the samples 

surface. As this material enters the ICP, it is atomized and ionized, and subsequently 

analyzed in the ICP-MS.  
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Figure 17. Laser Ablation coupled to an inductively coupled plasma ion source system  
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6 Experimental 

 
6.1 LA-ICP-MS Instrumentation  

 

A NexION quadrupole 300 X ICPMS (Perkin Elmer) coupled to laser ablation system 

(the Analyte 193, Photon Machines Inc.) was used for determination of Fe, Cu and Zn in 

thin biological tissue sections (thickness, 20 µm). The laser ablation of biological 

sections was performed with an excimer laser (193 nm). The optimized experimental 

parameters are summarized in Table 14 and 15. The coupled instruments were tuned to 

maximal ion intensity prior to analysis using NIST standard 612. The background 

intensity of the analytes of interest was determined directly by LA-ICP-MS from a blank 

microscope slide (46mm × 27 mm, Ward’s Scientific). In this study, the sectioned 

biological samples were analyzed together with standards under the same experimental 

conditions.  
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Table 14. General settings of NexION quadrupole ICP-MS 

Conditions NexION ICP-QMS Settings 

ICP RF Power (W) 1600 

Plasma Gas Flow (L min-1) 18 

Auxiliary Gas Flow (L min-1) 1.2 

Nebulizer Gas Flow (L min-1) 0.98 

Sampler/Skimmer/Ultra skimmer cones Nickel/Nickel/Aluminum 

Spray Chamber Jacketed cyclonic spray chamber 

Nebulizer 200µL/min Meinhard glass 

Dwell Time (ms) 50 

Resolution 300 

Detector Sequential dynode  electron multiplier 

Washout times (s) 60 

 

Table 15. Optimized Laser Ablation Settings 
 

Laser 193 nm ultra-short ATL Ex 300si excimer laser 

Carrier gas & Purge gas Helium & Nitrogen gas 

Image focus 
Lasing orthogonal to the sample, co-focal and 

co-linear w/ image focus 

Imaging High magnification, color CCD camera 

Carrier gas 0.95 L min-1 

Pulse Energy 15% (1.21J/cm2) 

Frequency (Hz) 10 

Spot size (µm) 20 

Scan length (µm) 30 

Scan Speed(µm second-1) 5 
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6.2 Preparation of Agarose and Agar Standards  

 

Initially, single element Fe, Zn and Cu agarose and agar standards (0, 10, 50,100, 300 mg 

L-1) were prepared for calibration of LA-ICP-MS.  A known amount of standard was 

added to a pre-cleaned polypropylene tube (15 mL, Stockwell Scientific) with the 

dilution of 18MΩ-cm DI water to 5mL. The acidic solution due to the 2% HNO3 in stock 

standards was neutralized by one or two drops of ammonium hydroxide. A pH test strip 

was applied to determine the solution pH level before adding 100 µL of 0.029 M EDTA. 

0.15 g of agarose or agar was then combined with the solution. The total solution was 

vortexed for 20s prior to gently swirling the solution in hot water bath for 20 minutes. 

After the agarose or agar was thoroughly dissolved, the whole solution was transferred to 

a pre-weighed empty petri dish. The agarose or agar solution was then cooled at room 

temperature until it solidified. The sample was then weighed repeatedly until it achieved 

constant gel weight (24-36 hours)  

A 2 cm × 2 cm block of gel was cut by a spatula rinsed with 95% ethanol. The block was 

then placed on a small round piece of cork and optimum cutting temperature compound 

(OCT, Ted Pella) was utilized to fix the block onto the cork. A Microm HM 525 cryostat 

(Thermo Scientific) was used to section 12 µm from the gel block in -20°C chamber. 

Standards were then thaw-mounted on glass slides (46 mm × 27 mm, Ward’s Science). 

On the same day, about 150 mg of gel cut from the petri-dish and weighed to a pre-

cleaned polypropylene tube for liquid ICP-MS analysis. 200 µL optimal grade 

concentrated HNO3 (Fisher) and 100 µL of Trace Select grade H2O2 (Fluka) were added 

to the tube. Samples were placed in a hot block digester and heated at 95°C for 60 
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minutes before loosening the cap. Following digestion the samples were diluted with 18 

MΩ-cm DI water to 10 mL and the solution was cooled to room temperature. Internal 

standard Y (100 ng L-1 final concentration) was added to each diluted solution for 

analysis. Aqueous standard solutions covering the concentration ranges of  Fe, Cu and Zn 

were used for external calibration of the ICP-MS for the digested agarose and agar gel 

analysis. The coefficients of the calibration curves were 0.999 or greater. All standards 

were acidified with 2% HNO3 to match the acidity of all the sample solutions.  

 

6.3 Preparations of Chicken Tissue Standards  

 

Following the development work with agar standards, matrix-matched chick tissue 

samples were prepared for use as standards. Chicken breast tissue was obtained from 

local market and all fats and connective tissue were stripped from the tissue. Different 

volumes of single element Fe, Cu and Zn standards from 1000 mg L-1 stock solutions 

were spiked into approximately 20 g of chicken tissue. A fifth piece (not spiked) was 

used as “blank” chicken tissue sample. A handed-blender was used to homogenize tissue 

samples. A small portion (ca. 100 mg) of the homogenized tissue standards were then 

placed into a 10 × 10 × 5 mm cryomold (Ted Pella).   

Embedding process was undertaken with optimum cutting temperature compound prior to 

freezing the chicken tissue in isopentane-liquid nitrogen. Samples were placed in -80 ºC 

refrigerator overnight before being sectioned into 20 µm thick slices on Microm HM 525 

cryostat at -20 ºC. Sectioned samples were then thaw-m 
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ounted on microscope slides and ready for laser ablation analysis.   

Three aliquots (ca. 300 mg) of the spiked homogenized chicken tissues samples were 

taken for ICP-MS. The aliquots were digested in 1.5mL Optimal Grade concentrated 

HNO3 and 500 µL of Trace Select grade H2O2 assisted with Milestone closed-vessel 

microwave digestion system (Milestone Inc.). The digestion was processed at 190ºC and 

600 Watts for 30 minutes. The digestate was then diluted with 50 g of 18.2 MΩ-cm DI 

water and accurate weight was recorded. The solutions were analyzed by liquid based 

ICP-QMS. Instrumental conditions were optimized prior to analysis, which was 

summarized in Table 1. Internal standards Y and Cd (100 ng g-1 final concentration) was 

added to the diluted solutions for analysis. Aqueous standard solutions covering the 

concentration ranges of Fe, Cu and Zn from 0-150 µg g-1 were used for external 

calibration, providing correlation coefficients in excess of 0.999. All standards were 

acidified with 2% v/v HNO3. 

 

6.4 Preparation of Mouse Tissue Samples  
 

6.4.1 Internal Liver Control Samples 

 

Swiss Webster (CFW®) Mice were used in this work. Mouse liver was chosen as the 

internal control sample to monitor the instrument performance during analysis. The liver 

was harvested immediately after the normal mouse was euthanized by CO2 gas pumping 

into a glass container. Liver tissues were then placed into liquid nitrogen tank and 

transferred to -80°C freezer for future use. Liver samples were prepared the same way as 
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chicken tissue standards by sectioning in the cryotome. 20 µm thick slices of liver 

samples were cut at -20°C and placed on microscope slides. Multiple samples of the liver 

were loaded on three glass slides for the future laser ablation analysis. Liver samples for 

normal ICP-MS were also prepared on the same day as the liver samples for laser 

ablation analysis. A clean spatula was used to scrape approximately 0.2 g of sliced liver 

samples from the glass slides to a pre-cleaned polypropylene tube. This material was then 

analyzed by the digestion routine described above.   

 

6.4.2 Tongue Samples  

 

Swiss Webster (CFW®) mice were given a total body irradiation dose of 2 Gy, 4 Gy, and 

7 Gy from photons produced by a linear accelerator. Mouse organs including tongue were 

harvested at 1 hour (2 mice), 1day (2 mice), 4 days (2 mice), and 7 days (2 mice) by 

decapitation. All animal work was performed in collaboration with Dr. James Latimer, 

College of Veterinary Medicine. Samples were then rapidly frozen by immersion into 

liquid nitrogen and transferred to -80 °C freezer for storage until future use. 

 

Tissue samples were fixed by embedding in paraffin blocks The tissues were placed in a 

mold followed by addition of 65 ºC paraffin on a hot plate. The embedded samples were 

then slid off the hot plate onto a cold aluminum heat sink. When the wax cooled and 

hardened (about 20 minutes), the paraffin block was popped out of the mold. Tissue 

blocks were then cut on a microtome at a thickness of 20 µm with a fresh blade. The 

sectioned samples were floated on fresh deionized water in a temperature controlled bath 
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(35-37 ºC) and then collected on microscope slides. The samples were deparaffinized by 

dipping in a xylene bath and then placing them at 60 ºC in an oven for 20 minutes. This 

tissue processing and sectioning protocol was adapted from the Fero lab of Fred 

Hutchinson Cancer Research Center.254 
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7 Results 

 
7.1 Agarose and Agar Standards  

 

Quantitative measurement on LA-ICP-MS normally requires calibration standards with a 

matrix composition similar to that of the tissue being analyzed. The background signal 

was taken from each standard glass slide and, at the laser power used, signals from the 

blank glass were significantly less than the standards. Homogeneity tests were carried out 

by ablating five different locations, one from the middle of the film and one each from 

left and right side at the top and the bottom of the film in each agar standard with a series 

of four successive, 30 µm ablated lines. An example of the laser ablation measurement 

for Fe, Cu, and Zn are shown in Fig.18. A macro in Excel was then used to integrate the 

signals to obtain peak areas. Even though standard ICP-MS analysis of the bulk agarose 

gels indicated that the material had been successfully spiked with the three trace elements, 

a linear response was not observed between the laser ablation signal and the expected 

concentration in the agarose gel slices. A linear response was, however, observed in agar 

samples and the relative standard deviations determined from Cu and Zn standards at 

each concentration were less than 10%. Linear calibration curves were obtained over the 

working concentrations range 0-200 µg g-1, corresponding to anticipated Cu and Zn trace 

concentrations in liver samples. Correlation coefficients were higher than 0.98, indicating 

good linearity between the integrated counts and the concentrations (Fig. 19 and 20). In 

agar-based medium, Fe-57 did not show a linear calibration response with different 

spiked concentrations, mostly due to the low instrumental response and ArO+ interference.  
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Figure 18.An example of laser ablation peak counts integration of Fe, Cu and Zn data. X 
axis is the data points and Y axis is the counts.  
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Figure 19. Representative calibration curves employing agar gel standard copper 
intensity as a function of concentration 

 

Figure 20. Representative calibration curves employing agar gel standard zinc intensity 
as a function of concentration  

 

The agar gel standards were then used as calibration standards for sectioned liver samples 

for analysis of Cu and Zn. Fresh, wet liver samples were obtained from the -80 ºC 

archived samples. Fixed, “dry” liver samples were prepared as outlined above. Results 

for the analysis of the fresh and fixed liver samples using traditional, digested based ICP-
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MS are compared to LA-ICP-MS of fixed liver samples in Table 16. For laser ablation, 

the results are the average of four, 30 micron line scans taken randomly from 5 areas in 

the tissue (n=5x4=20). There are a number of data on the concentrations of major, minor 

and trace elements in rat livers.255,256,257 Table 16 shows the ranges of the average values 

of elemental concentrations in adult rat livers from previous studies.  

Table 16. Cu and Zn concentrations in wet/dry liver samples by ICP-MS 

Liver samples Cu Zn 

Liver 1_weta,b 4.87 29.8 

Liver 2_weta,b 4.55 28.2 

Liver 3_drya,b 12.8 79.1 

Liver 4_drya,b 16.7 104 

LA-ICP-MSa,d 0.87 19.3 

Literature Values_dry a,c 10.7-29.9 63.3-129 

   
a. Results in µg g-1 

b. Results were analyzed in liquid based ICP-MS 
c. Results were analyzed with ICP-OES 
d. Results were analyzed in LA-ICP-MS; Results were calibrated by agar Cu and Zn calibration curves  

 

Consistent Cu and Zn data were achieved in this study. The ratio of the concentrations of 

Cu and Zn in wet liver samples and fixed samples is approximately 3.10, which is close 

to the dry/wet liver weight, in a study carried out by Takahashi, et al.258 The trace 

elements Cu and Zn concentrations in liver 5_dry were calculated by LA-ICP-MS with 

the constructed agar Cu and Zn calibration curves. However, the Cu and Zn 

concentrations obtained were well below the reference values (Table 16). This indicates 

that, despite the initial hypothesis, agar is not a good matrix matched standard for LA-
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ICP-MS of tissue. It also highlights the importance of having good matrix matched 

standards to apply the technique in a quantitative manner.  

 

7.2 Sample Thickness and LA-ICP-MS Signals 

 

The variation of sample thickness has a direct influence on the amount of sample ablated 

to the system. Since the laser energy intensity remained constant at 15% (1.21 J /cm2), the 

isotope signal intensity should vary with the sample thickness considering that trace 

metals in the background of the microscopic glass had insignificant counts compared to 

samples. Table 18 shows the signals of Fe, Cu and Zn from liver tissues with a thickness 

of 20, 30 and 40 µm. Copper and Zinc show the anticipated relationship that the thicker 

the samples the higher the signals at fixed laser power. Surprisingly, Fe shows the reverse 

relationship. To account for the possibility of varying signal intensity with sample 

thickness (and sample hydration), C-13 was also monitored during the ablation and the 

ion intensities were normalized to the C-13 signal. In this way, the ion intensity can be 

“corrected” for both the amount of sample ablated and the amount of carbon (water) in 

the tissue sample. For Cu and Zn, normalization of the metal ion intensity by the C-13 

signal for each ablation gave equal (95% confidence level) signals regardless of sample 

thickness. The results are summarized in Table 19. A direct comparison of metal signal 

and metal-to-carbon signal precisions is shown in Table 18. One important aspect can be 

seen is that %RSD stays nearly the same or is significantly reduced when the metal-to-

carbon ratio is applied. This is an important reason why normalization by C-13 is 

introduced in this data analysis. We currently speculate that the large Fe variation even 
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when normalized to C-13 in liver samples is due to the fact that Fe is not uniformly 

distributed in the liver at the spacial resolution that we are currently measuring. This 

finding is comparable to the uneven hepatic iron distribution reported by Ambu et. al.259 

and Clark et al.260 Because the fixed, thicker samples (30 and 40 µm) curled upwards 

when cut on microtome, we selected an optimum sample thickness of 20 µm. Twenty 

microns was selected over thinner samples as it generates a larger signal response (more 

material ablated) and a higher signal-to-noise ratio.       

Table 17. Comparison of metal signal and metal-to-carbon signal precisions 

Liver samples Fe-57 Cu-63 Zn-66 Fe-57/C-13 Cu-63/C-13 Zn-66/C-13 

All Livers AVG  20104 10623 7236 0.16 0.088 0.058 

RSD% 27.3 28.1 41.6 33.1 13.8 27.6 

20µm AVGa*  17193 9488 6519 0.14 0.085 0.055 

RSD% 21.9 17.6 21.9 37.7 18.9 12.5 

30µm AVGb*  22644 13351 10145 0.16 0.096 0.073 

RSD% 36.5 23.0 22.6 43.2 7.91 11.1 

       

a.20 µm spot size with different liver thickness results; b. 30 µm spot size with different liver thickness 
results; * AVG: Average values 

 

Table 18. Variation of liver sample thickness on the intensity of the isotope signal 

Liver_energy%_spot size Fe-57 Cu-63 Zn-66 

Liver 20µm_15_20  20862±2342 10530±842 5310±293 

Liver 30µm_15_20 17394±2373 7566±249 6154±246 

Liver 40µm_15_20 13326±1552 10369±1078      8092±643 
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Table 19. Variation of sample thickness on the intensity of the isotope signal with C-13 
normalization. 

Liver_energy%_spot size Fe-57/C-13 Cu-63/C-13 Zn-66/C-13 

Liver 20µm_15_20  0.194±0.016 0.102±0.0088 0.0507±0.0021

Liver 30µm_15_20 0.108±0.0084 0.0709±0.0051 0.0516±0.0022

Liver 40µm_15_20 0.103±0.011 0.0806±0.0066 0.0660±0.0058 
 

7.3 Sample Spot Size and Isotope Intensity 

 

Different spot sizes have a direct influence on the amount of samples transported into the 

plasma. It could be expected that since the energy remains constant the spot size is 

directly proportional to the isotope intensity. Fig. 21 shows signals from Fe, Cu and Zn 

with the same laser energy (1.21 J /cm2), the same thickness (20 µm) and the same laser 

power frequency (10Hz). During the 30 µm line scan, increase of the signal intensity 

from spot size 10 µm to 30 µm can be observed in Fig.21. The spot size used depends 

largely on the spatial resolution of the measurement. A spot size of 20 µm was chosen for 

this analysis due to the limited target areas of the mouse tongue samples. 
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Figure 21. Increased spot size effect on the signal intensity.    

 

7.4 Chicken Tissue Calibration and Verification  

 

The bulk chicken tissue spiked calibration standards were analyzed by liquid based ICP-

MS and the measured concentrations of Fe, Cu and Zn in the spiked chicken tissue 

samples are summarized in Table 20. The chicken tissue ablation was conducted on 

microtomed samples prepared on the same day as those used for digestion based ICP-MS. 

The chicken tissue standards used for quantification procedures were measured by LA-

ICP-MS. Calibration curves for Fe, Cu and Zn were prepared by plotting the normalized 

signal intensity by C-13 against the ICP-MS determined concentrations. Table 21 details 

the typical calibration data after laser ablation. To better explain the necessity of 

normalization, data with and without C-13 normalization are compared. All calibration 

curves show better linearity with C-13 normalization against the determined levels. Fig. 
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22, 23 and 24 demonstrate the calibration relationship of different spiked concentration 

chicken tissues and the normalized (C-13) LA-ICP-MS isotope intensity. The correlation 

coefficient was 0.936, 0.991 and 0.989 for Fe, Cu and Zn, respectively. A linear response 

was observed indicating the direct relationship between the spiked trace element 

concentrations in chicken tissues and isotope intensity normalized by C-13.  

Microtomed mouse liver sample sections were analyzed under the same conditions as 

chicken tissue standards and the results are given in Table 22. Reference concentration 

values from the literature are all reported as dry values. The water content in microtomed 

liver sample may be the reason why Cu and Zn concentrations are not within the 

concentration ranges. The matrix-matched, spiked chicken tissue standards yield results 

are within Fe concentrations reported in the literature. 

 

Table 20. The determined concentrations of homogenized chicken tissue standards 

Standards 
Determined concentration by ICP-MS (mg kg-1) 

N Fe-57 Cu-63 Zn-66 

1 (unspiked chicken tissues) 3 6.54±0.007 0.56±0.10 9.13±1.4 

2 (spiked chicken tissues) 3 24.1±1.3 8.83±0.47 14.5±0.26 

3 (spiked chicken tissues) 3 35.3±4.4 19.0±0.90 25.3±1.7 

4 (spiked chicken tissues) 3 66.5±16.2 42.6±2.9 45.5±0.77 

5 (spiked chicken tissues) 3 116.5±71.5 67.8±7.9 72.1±4.2 
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Table 21, Calibration data with and without normalization by C-13 in chicken tissue 
analysis by LA-ICP-MS 

Isotope No C-13 normalization C-13 normalization 

 Correlation 
coefficient 

(R^2) 
Slope Intercept 

Correlation 
coefficient 

(R^2) 
Slope Intercept 

Fe-57 0.733 2.55 267 0.936 3.17 ×10-4 0.0316 

Cu-63 0.960 97.3 41.3 0.991 0.0111 0.0126 

Zn-66 0.974 20.3 62.0 0.989 0.00225 0.0134 

 

Figure 22. Representative calibration curves employing chicken tissue standard Fe 
normalized intensity as a function of concentration  
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Figure 23. Representative calibration curves employing chicken tissue standard Cu 
normalized intensity as a function of concentration. 

 

 

Figure 24. Representative calibration curves employing chicken tissue standard Zn 
normalized intensity as a function of concentration  
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Table 22. Fe, Cu and Zn concentrations checked in liver samples by LA-ICP-MS 

Liver samples Fe Cu Zn 

Liver _fresh a,b 343 ±58.3 6.11 ± 0.67 41.3 ± 3.5 

Literature 
Values255,256,257  

230-1080 10.7-29.9 63.3-129 

    
a. Results were expressed in mg kg-1 
b. Liver sample is freshly microtomed  

 

7.5 Internal Liver Sample Quality Control 

 

Liver samples were treated in the exact manner as the tongue samples. They were 

scheduled to monitor the day-to- day instrumental performances. 20 µm thick liver 

samples were monitored during the whole analysis. In Figure 25-27, each data point was 

taken under the conditions of 15% laser power at 10 Hz frequency. The spot size was 20 

µm. The results are the average of 4; 30 micron long scans from 5 different randomly 

selected spot (n=5×4=20). On the plot, day1_1 means the data was taken on the first day 

first time. The standard deviations of these 5 areas were monitored in the figures, too. 

Each data were taken every four hours for each day. Fig. 25, 26, and 27 show the 

statistical quality control chart for Fe, Cu, and Zn signals, respectively. Upper limit and 

lower limit UCL and LCL were built with the relationship of mean values (µ) and 

standard deviations (σ). All data are within the UCL and LCL range with relatively small 

standard deviations.  
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Figure 25. Fe-57/C-13 ratio was monitored in 20 µm thick liver sample during laser 
ablation ICP-MS analysis. Mean: µ; standard deviation: σ; UCL= µ +3σ; LCL= µ -3σ.   

 

 

Figure 26. Cu-63/C-13 ratio was monitored in 20 µm thick liver sample during laser 
ablation ICP-MS analysis. Mean: µ; standard deviation: σ; UCL= µ +3σ; LCL= µ -3σ.  
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Figure 27. Zn-66/C-13 ratio was monitored in 20 µm thick liver sample during laser 
ablation ICP-MS analysis. Mean: µ; standard deviation: σ; UCL= µ +3σ; LCL= µ -3σ.  

 

 

7.6 TBI Mouse Tongue Model  

7.6.1 Mouse Tongue Samples Studied 

 

The trace elements Fe, Cu and Zn were investigated as a function of radiation dose and 

duration in mice tongue mucosa samples. Mouse tongue is a very useful model to study 

dose response to radiation.261 The ventral surface of mouse tongue is covered by a 

multilayered squamous epithelium, which is very similar in its structure to human oral 

mucosa. The histological section and the light microscope section of tongue sample are 

shown in Fig. 28. The left hand side image shows the histological section of mice normal 

tongue and the right side is light microscope of mice normal tongue; the upper surface of 

the tongue-spicules, SP; the cellular epithelium base membrane layer, BM; the deeper 

muscular layer, M. Two mice underwent the radiation dose 2Gy, 4Gy and 7 Gy and 

sacrificed in 1hour, 24 hour, 72 hours and 7 days.  
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Figure 28. The image of mouse normal tongue sample     

 

The determination of trace elements in mouse tongue samples was performed on all 

tongue tissues at the spicules, base membrane layer and muscular zones. The LA-ICP-MS 

measurements in tongue samples were carried out in the same manner as in chicken tissue 

matrix-matched standards.  They were accomplished under the conditions of 1.21 J cm-2 

laser power at 10 Hz. Randomly selected five areas in the target zones and in each zone a 

series of four successive 30 µm long line scans with 20 µm laser spot size were ablated 

from the 20 µm-thick samples (n=5x4=20). The trace elements signals showed the 

similar peak patter as in Fig.18, and then integrated over the peak areas using an Excel 

macro. The integrated results were then averaged. In order to obtain a better precision and 

compensate for water contents in tongue samples, C-13 was also monitored and data was 

normalized. In each group two mice received the same radiation and were sacrificed at 

the same time and the results were averaged.  
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7.6.2 Trace Elements in Mouse Tongue Spicules  

 

The LA-ICP-MS results of tongue spicules are given in Fig. 29, 30 and 31 for Fe, Cu and 

Zn, respectively. In each graph, the first column is “normal”, which is a normal tongue 

sample without exposing to any radiation and served as control group.  Trace elements 

intensity is hypothesized to change as a function of radiation dose exposed. It appears 

that Cu and Zn signals decrease as a function of radiation dose from normal tongue spic 

during the first hour after radiation. A similar trend can also be seen in Cu and Zn signal 

intensity 24 hours after irradiation, whereas Cu intensity reaches its lowest point at 

radiation dose 4 Gy after 24 hours. In contrast, the same trend is not seen for Fe. The Cu 

and Zn signals in the spicules appear to recover at 7 days.  

 

Figure 29. Normalized Fe-57 by C-13 in mouse tongue spicules with different radiation 
dose and time 
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Figure 30. Normalized Cu-63 by C-13 in mouse tongue spicules with different radiation 
dose and time 

 

 

Figure 31. Normalized Zn-66 by C-13 in mouse tongue spicules with different radiation 
dose and time 
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7.6.3 Trace Elements in Mouse Tongue Base Membranes (BM) 

 

The data of trace elements in BM in Fig. 32, 33 and 34 is summarized at the way as trace 

elements in tongue spicules. The analysis by LA-ICP-MS is done under the same 

instrument condition. Again in these plots, normal healthy tongue BM is served as a 

control group. Of particular note is a decrease of Fe, Cu and Zn as a function of radiation 

dose at 1 and 24 hour after mice received radiation. At longer time points following 

irradiation the levels of trace elements are quite varied. 

 

Figure 32. Normalized Fe-57 by C-13 in mouse tongue base membrane with different 
radiation dose and time 
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Figure 33 Normalized Cu-63 by C-13 in mouse tongue base membrane with different 
radiation dose and time 

 

Figure 34 Normalized Zn-66 by C-13 in mouse tongue base membrane with different 
radiation dose and time 
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7.6.4 Trace Elements in Mouse Tongue Muscles 

 

Fig. 35, 36 and 37 clearly point out the relationship of trace elements in mice muscle 

samples with different radiation dose and time. A relationship that the Fe, Cu and Zn 

decease as a radiation dose increases at 1 hour, 24 hours and 72 hours is further 

confirmed. Mice received high radiation dose (7Gy) at 7 days all show resumed Fe, Cu 

and Zn intensity, indicating the Fe, Cu and Zn are greatly needed in the areas after the 

radiation damage to tongue tissues.  

 

Figure 35.Normalized Fe-57 by C-13 in mouse tongue muscle with different radiation 
dose and time 
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Figure 36.Normalized Cu-63 by C-13 in mouse tongue muscle with different radiation 
dose and time 

 

Figure 37.Normalized Zn-66 by C-13 in mouse tongue muscle with different radiation 
dose and time 
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8 Discussion 

 

8.1 Research Work 

 

In this present study, we investigated the effect of TBI on the trace elements 

concentration changes of mouse tongue. A special emphasis was placed on the evaluation 

of the trace elements changes as biomarkers on TBI. Recently, the fears of the future 

radiological terror accidents have renewed the search for rapid and simple methods to 

identify the early exposed individuals within large populations and quickly triage victims 

based on their radiation doses they received.262,263 Matrix-matched chicken tissue 

standards were developed for quantification of trace elements in tongue samples.  

Significant decrease of Fe, Cu, and Zn as a function of radiation dose at 1 hour and 24 

hours after radiation was observed. These results suggest that trace elements in the tongue 

mucosa could be employed as a non-invasive biomarker for acute, total body irradiation 

exposures. This biomarker could be utilized for a diagnostic, self-administered lateral 

flow device (LFD or tongue test strip) to any change induced by radiation exposure at or 

beyond the 2.0 Gy threshold for triaging of nuclear casualty victims for clinical 

treatments.  

 

8.2 Chicken Standards and Liver References 

 

Quantitative data in this study has been demonstrated by the ablation of matrix-matched 

chicken tissue standards and the construction of multipoint calibration curves in analysis. 
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Due to the powerful analytical technique LA-ICP-MS in situ analysis or trace elements in 

biological tissues, the quantification method was applied to quantify the regional 

concentration of Fe, Cu, and Zn in mice tongue spicules, base membrane, and muscle and 

samples. The method was also verified with fresh liver samples with the concentration 

calibration curves of Fe, Cu and Zn. The liver data was close to literature values.  

Liver samples were determined in thickness test. The original thought that increase 

sample thickness should have increased corresponding trace element counts is not true for 

Fe. The normalized trace elements data in liver quality controls were 0.21 ± 0.075, 0.16 ± 

0.059 and 0.14 ± 0.045 for Fe, Cu and Zn, respectively. It shows a relatively high 

variation for three elements.  It is possible trace elements such as Fe is inhomogeneous 

distributed in liver samples. An imaging mass spectrometric technique should be further 

developed for quantitative determination of trace elements in livers. By imaging mass 

spectrometry using LA-ICP-MS it was possible to distinguish between several layered 

structures in human brain tissues and small tumors in human brains. 247,242  

 

8.3 Mechanisms of Trace Elements Changes after Radiation  

 

The hypothesis of this work is that to investigate if trace elements in tongue mucosa 

change with different radiation dose and different latency period as the early biomarkers 

of total body irradiation (TBI) is demonstrated. This trace element change could provide 

a basis of biomarker profile. Direct searching for the mechanism behind the trace 

elements change is needed in addition to contributing to the advancement of providing a 
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powerful tool for the assessment of the individual risk, fundamentals about the gene 

express and protein profiles would also present important information about specific 

changes in irradiated cells. Not all living cells are equally sensitive to radiation.  

Lymphocytes and cells are the most sensitive and the nerve or muscle cells are the least 

sensitive cells to radiation. The cell death during radiation process results from DNA 

damage occurs either directly in the form of strand breaks or indirectly from oxidative 

reactions leading to the formation of ROS. Even though cells survive during radiation 

process, potentially DNA mutations could be recognized at the molecular level. However, 

cells, like the human body, can still repair themselves and function normally if the 

radiation caused damage is not severe enough. The complex cell-cell interaction is 

becoming clear that one irradiated cell could induce transformation, mutation and 

transcriptional activation in neighboring normal cells. This effect, called “bystander 

effect”, could spread in all cells in the tissue samples and the response would rise to 

tissue level response.263 The possibility of radiation interacting with the DNA molecule is 

very small because of the small proportion of DNA in cells. Therefore, the indirect effect 

of ionization radiation is a major determinant of radiation-induced biological damage.264  

The normal tissue complications induced by ionizing radiation differ depending on the 

target organ and cell types. Acute or the early reactions are rapidly occurring within 

hours, including vascular permeability, edema, and increased endothelial cell swelling.265 

Late reactions would occur a longer time after radiation, from days to months, or even 

years. Radiation-induced fibrosis has been viewed as a chronic, progressive injury. ROS 

in normal cells play an important role in redox regulation and intracellular signaling. It is 

also balanced with the antioxidant defense system such as antioxidants and some 
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enzymes. Radiation could induce the imbalance between these two systems, and 

oxidative stress would be generated. The stronger the radiation the more oxidative stress 

the system may be. In that situation, Cu and Zn containing defending enzymes are not 

enough to scavenge the oxidative stress, which is observed in the 1 hour and 24 hours. In 

that case, Cu and Zn intensity decreases as the radiation dose increase. Antioxidants like 

superoxide dismutase (SOD) have proven to be effective for inhibiting and reversing the 

oxidative stress fibrosis created.263 It is stated that Cu/Zn-SOD is one of the most 

important SODs. The increase of SOD preventing the accumulation of the superoxide 

radicals may explain the fact that after 72 hours and 7 days an increase signal can be 

observed with Cu and Zn signals.     
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